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Abstract

Due to the interplay between increasing chip capacity and complex applications, System-on-Chip (SoC) development is confronted by severe challenges, such as managing deep submicron effects, scaling communication architectures and bridging the productivity gap. Network-on-Chip (NoC) has been a rapidly developed concept in recent years to tackle the crisis with focus on network-based communication. NoC problems spread in the whole SoC spectrum ranging from specification, design, implementation to validation, from design methodology to tool support. In the thesis, we formulate and address problems in three key NoC areas, namely, on-chip network architectures, NoC network performance analysis, and NoC communication refinement.

Quality and cost are major constraints for micro-electronic products, particularly, in high-volume application domains. We have developed a number of techniques to facilitate the design of systems with low area, high and predictable performance. From flit admission and ejection perspective, we investigate the area optimization for a classical wormhole architecture. The proposals are simple but effective. Not only offering unicast services, on-chip networks should also provide effective support for multicast. We suggest a connection-oriented multicasting protocol which can dynamically establish multicast groups with quality-of-service awareness. Based on the concept of a logical network, we develop theorems to guide the construction of contention-free virtual circuits, and employ a back-tracking algorithm to systematically search for feasible solutions.

Network performance analysis plays a central role in the design of NoC communication architectures. Within a layered NoC simulation framework, we develop and integrate traffic generation methods in order to simulate network performance and evaluate network architectures. Using these methods, traffic patterns may be adjusted with locality parameters and be configured per pair of tasks. We propose also an algorithm-based analysis method to estimate whether a wormhole-switched network can satisfy the timing constraints of real-time messages. This method is built on traffic assumptions and based on a contention tree model that captures
direct and indirect network contentions and concurrent link usage.

In addition to NoC platform design, application design targeting such a platform is an open issue. Following the trends in SoC design, we use an abstract and formal specification as a starting point in our design flow. Based on the synchronous model of computation, we propose a top-down communication refinement approach. This approach decouples the tight global synchronization into process local synchronization, and utilizes synchronizers to achieve process synchronization consistency during refinement. Meanwhile, protocol refinement can be incorporated to satisfy design constraints such as reliability and throughput.

The thesis summarizes the major research results on the three topics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter highlights System-on-Chip design challenges and introduces the Network-on-Chip concept. We also give an overview of the research presented in the thesis and outline the author’s contributions to the enclosed papers.

1.1 Network-on-Chip (NoC)

1.1.1 System-on-Chip (SoC) Design Challenges

Our life has been largely shaped by the exciting developments of modern electronic technologies, such as pervasive and ubiquitous computing, ambient intelligence, communication, and Internet. Today micro-electronic products are influencing the ways of communication, learning and entertainment. The key driving force for the developments during decades is the System-on-Chip (SoC) technologies, where complex applications are integrated onto single ULSI chips. Not only functionally enriched, these products such as mobile phones, notebooks and personal handheld sets are becoming faster, smaller-in-size, larger-in-capacity, lighter-in-weight, lower-in-power-consumption and cheaper. One could favorably think that this trend will persistently continue. Following this trend, we could integrate more and more complex applications and even systems onto a single chip. However, our current methodologies for SoC design and integration do not evenly advance due to the big challenges confronted.

- Deep SubMicron (DSM) effects [43, 80, 134]: In early days of VLSI design, signal integrity effects such as interconnect delay, crosstalk, inter-symbol interference, substrate coupling, transmission-line effects, etc. were negligible
due to relatively slow clock speed and low integration density. Chip interconnect was reliable and robust. At the scale of 250 nm with aluminum and 180 nm with copper and below, interconnect started to become a dominating factor for chip performance and robustness. As the transistor density is increased, wires are getting neither fast nor reliable [43]. More noise sources due to inductive fringing, crosstalk and transmission line effects are coupled to other circuit nodes globally on the chip via the substrate, common return ground and electromagnetic interference. More and more aggressive use of high-speed circuit families, for example, domino circuitry, scaling of power supply and threshold voltages, and mixed-signal integration combine to make the chips more noise-sensitive. Third, higher device densities and faster switching frequencies cause larger switching-currents to flow in the power and ground networks. Consequently, power supply is plagued with excessive IR voltage drops as well as inductive voltage drops over the power distribution network and package pins. Power supply noise degrades not only the driving capability of gates but also causes possible false switching of logical gates. Today signal and power integrity analysis is as important as timing, area and power analysis.

• Global synchrony [3, 47]: Predominating digital IC designs have been following a globally synchronous design style where a global clock tree is distributed on the chip, and logic blocks function synchronously. However, this style is unlikely to survive with future wire interconnect. The reason is that technology scaling does not treat wire delay and gate delay equally. While gate delay (transistor switching time) has been getting dramatically smaller in proportion to the gate length, wires have slowed down. As the chip becomes communication-bound at 130 nm, multiple cycles are required to transmit a signal across its diameter. As estimated in [3], with the process technology of 35 nm in year 2014, the latency across the chip in a top-level metal wire will be 12 to 32 cycles depending on the clock rate assuming best transmission conditions such as very low-permittivity dielectrics, resistivity of pure copper, high aspect ratio (ratio of wire height to wire width) wires and optimally placed repeaters. Moreover, a clock tree is consuming larger portions of power and area budget and clock skew is claiming an ever larger portion of the total cycle time [94]. Even if we have an unlimited number of transistors on a chip, chip design is to be constrained by communication rather than capacity. A future chip is likely to be partitioned into locally synchronous regions but global communication is asynchronous, so called GALS (Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous).
1.1. Network-on-Chip (NoC)

- **Communication architecture** [9, 19]: Most current SoCs have a bus-based architecture, such as simple, hierarchical or crossbar-type buses. In contrast to the scaling of chip capacity, buses do not scale well with the system size in terms of bandwidth, clocking frequency and power. First, a bus system has very limited concurrent communication capability since only one device can drive a bus segment at a time. Current SoCs integrate fewer than five processors and, rarely, more than 10 bus masters. Second, as the number of clients grows, the intrinsic resistance and capacitance of the bus also increase. This means that the bus speed is inherently difficult to scale up. Third, a bus is inefficient in energy since every data transfer is broadcast. The entire bus wire has to be switched on and off. This means that the data must reach each receiver at great energy cost. Although improvements such as split-transaction protocols and advanced arbitration schemes for buses have been proposed, these incremental techniques can not overcome the fundamental problems. To explore the future chip capacity, for high-throughput and low-power applications, hundreds of processor-sized resources must be integrated. A bus-based architecture would become a critical performance and power bottleneck due to the scalability problem. Novel on-chip communication architectures are desired.

- **Power and thermal management** [85, 105]: As circuits run with higher and higher frequencies, lowering power consumption is becoming extremely important. Power is a design constraint, which is no more subordinate to performance. Despite process and circuit improvements, power consumption shows rapid growth. Equally alarming is the growth in power density on the chip die, which increases linearly. In face of DSM effects, reducing power consumption is becoming even more challenging. As devices shrink to sub-micron dimensions, the supply voltage must be reduced to avoid damaging electric fields. This development, in turn, requires a reduced threshold voltage. However, leakage current increases exponentially with a decrease in the threshold voltage. In fact, a 10% to 15% reduction can cause a two-fold increase in leakage current. In increasingly smaller devices, leakage will become the dominant source of power consumption. Further, leakage occurs as long as power flows through the circuit. This constant current can produce an increase in the chip temperature, which in turn causes an increase in the thermal voltage, leading to a further increase in leakage current.

- **Verification** [107, 111]: Today SoC design teams are struggling with the complexity of multimillion gate designs. System verification runs through
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the whole design process from specification to implementation, typically with formal methods or simulation-based validation. As the system has become extremely complex, the verification or validation consumes an increasing portion of the product development time. The verification effort has reached as high as 70% of engineering efforts.

- **Productivity gap** [4, 111]: Simply put, productivity gap is the gap between what we are capable of building and what we are capable of designing. In line with Moore’s law [83], the logic capacity of a single chip has increased at the rate of 58% per annum compounded. Soon the complexity of the chip enters the billion-transistor era. The complexity of developing SoCs is increasing continuously in order to exploit the potential of the chip capacity. However, the productivity of hardware and software design is not growing at a comparable pace. The hardware design productivity is increased at a rate in the range 20% to 25% per annum compounded. Even worse, the software design productivity improves at a rate in the range from 8% to 10% per annum compounded. As a consequence, the costs of developing advanced SoCs are increasing at an alarming pace and time-to-market is negatively affected. The design team size is increased by more than 20% per year. This huge investment is becoming a serious threshold for new product developments and is slowing down the innovation in the semiconductor industry. As stated in the ITRS roadmap [4], cost of design is the greatest threat to continuation of the semiconductor roadmap.

1.1.2 Network-on-Chip as a SoC Platform

Innovations occur where challenges are present. Network-on-Chip (NoC) was proposed in face of those challenges in around year 2001 in the SoC community [9, 27, 37, 41, 109, 119]. In March 2000, packet-switched networks were proposed in SPIN [37] as a global and scalable SoC interconnection. The term **Network-on-Chip** appeared initially in November 2000 [41] where NoC was proposed as a platform to cope with the productivity gap. In June 2001, Dally and Towles proposed NoC as a structured way of communication to connect IP modules [27]. The GigaScale Research Center (GSRC) suggested NoC to address interconnection woes [119]. In October 2001, researchers from the Philips Research presented a router architecture supporting both best-effort and guaranteed-throughput traffic for Network-on-Silicon [109]. In January 2002, Luca and De Micheli formulated NoC as a new SoC paradigm [9]. While network-on-chip is still in its infancy, the
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Figure 1.1. A mesh NoC with 9 nodes

concept has spread and been accepted in academia very rapidly. Some big companies, for instance, NXP semiconductors (former part of Philips Semiconductors) and ST Micro-electronics, are also very active in this field [34, 52]. A comprehensive survey on current research and practices of NoC can be found in [13].

Aimed to be a systematic approach, NoC proposes networks as a scalable, reusable and global communication architecture to address the SoC design challenges. As an instance, Nostrum [81, 90] is the name of the Network-on-Chip concept developed at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden. It features a mesh structure composed of switches with each resource connected to exactly one switch, as shown in Figure 1.1. A resource can be a processor, memory, ASIC, FPGA, IP block or a bus-based subsystem. The resources are placed on the slots formed by the switches. The maximal resource area is defined by the maximal synchronous region of a technology. The resources perform their own computational, storage and/or I/O processing functionalities, and are equipped with Resource-Network-Interfaces (RNIs) to communicate with each other by routing packets instead of driving dedicated wires.

Communication network is a well-known concept developed in the context of telephony, computer communication as well as parallel machines. On-chip networks share many characteristics with these networks, but also have significant differences. For clear presentation, throughout the thesis, we also call an on-chip
network a micro-network, a parallel-machine network a macro-network, a telephony or computer network a tele-network. On-chip networks are developed on a single chip and designed for closed systems targeting perhaps heterogeneous applications. Parallel-machine networks are developed on distributed boards and designed for a particular application which typically executes specific algorithms. Computer networks are geographically distributed and designed for open systems running diverse applications from client-server, peer-to-peer and multicast applications. Telephony networks are also geographically distributed but are designed mainly for the purposes of communicating voice, video and data. The design of a closed system allows for customization in which the network properties including the network-level, link-level and physical-level properties can be propagated to the application level and both communication and computation may be efficiently optimized. Since a micro-network is built on a single chip, it can have wide parallel wires and allows high rate synchronous clocking. On the other hand, it has more stringent constraints in performance, area and power, which are typical trade-off considerations for SoC designs. As communication is to transfer data, timing is the first-level citizen. On-chip networks have the strictest requirement on delay and jitter. The time scale is measured in nano seconds. This requirement precludes many of the software-based sophisticated arbitration, routing and flow-control algorithms. Cost is a major concern for on-chip networks since most SoCs target high-volume markets. The buffering in an on-chip network has very limited space and is expensive in comparison with board-level, local-area and wide-area networks. This means that a NoC allows a limited count of routing tables and virtual-channel buffers in network nodes. Power consumption is important for all kinds of networks. However, on-chip networks are developed also for embedded applications with battery-driven devices. Such applications require extremely low power which is not comparable to large-scale networks. As we also mentioned, on-chip network designs are confronted by the DSM effects. Taming bad physical effects is as important as network design itself. Furthermore, many SoC networks are developed as a platform for multiple use cases, not only for a single use case. Therefore designing micro-networks also need to take reconfigurability into account.

As we view it, Network-on-Chip is a revolutionary rather than evolutionary approach to address the SoC design crisis. It shifts our focus from computation to communication. It should take interconnect into early consideration in the design process, and might favor a meet-in-the middle (platform-based) design methodology against a top-down or bottom-up approach. NoC has the following features:

- **Interconnect-aware** [93]: As the technology scales, the reachable region in one clock cycle diminishes [3]. Consequently, chip design is increasingly
becoming communication-bound rather than capacity-bound. Since the size of a single module is limited by the reachable region in one cycle, to exploit the huge chip capacity, the entire chip has to be partitioned into multiple regions. A good partitioning should be regular, making it easier to manage the properties of long wires including middle-layer and top-layer wires. Each module is situated in one partitioned region and maintains its own synchronous region. In this way, the reliance on global synchrony and use of global wires can be alleviated. To guarantee correct operation, registers may be used in wire segments to make the design latency-insensitive [17]. Besides, each IP may be attached to a switch. Switches are in turn connected with each other to route packets in the network. The signal and power integrity issues may be addressed at the physical, link and higher layers. For example, redundancy in time, space and information can be incorporated in transmission to achieve reliability. By physically structuring the communication and successfully suppressing the DSM effects, the design robustness and reliability can be improved.

- **Communication-centric** [10]: Networking distributed IP modules in a partitioned chip results in a naturally parallel communication infrastructure. As long as the chip capacity is not exceeded, the number of cores which can be integrated on a single chip is scalable. The inter-core communications share the total network bandwidth with a high degree of concurrency. The network can be dimensioned to suit the bandwidth need of the application under interest. The parallel architecture allows concurrent processing in computation and communication. This helps to leverage performance and reduce power in comparison with a sequential architecture permitting only sequentialized processing. A protocol stack is typically built to abstract the network-based communication. Each layer has well-defined functionalities, protocols and interfaces. The design space at each layer has to be sufficiently explored. The tradeoffs between performance and cost should be considered in the design, analysis and implementation of the communication architecture. Quality-of-Service (QoS) and system-wide performance analysis are central issues to address predictability.

- **Platform-based** [50, 87]: Since the cost of design is the major obstacle for innovative and complex SoCs [46], developing a programmable, reconfigurable and extensible communication platform is essential for SoC designs. To this end, NoC shall serve as a communication and integration platform
providing a hardware communication architecture, an associated interconnect interface, as well as a high-level interface for integrating hardware IPs, custom logic and for software programming. This enables the architecture-level reuse. One challenge is to address the balance between generality and optimality. A platform must serve not only one application but also many applications within an application domain. On the other hand, customization to enhance performance and efficiency is needed to make designs competitive. Providing well-defined interfaces at least at the network level and the application level is important, because it enables IPs and functional blocks to be reusable. Interface standardization is one major concern to make IPs from different vendors exchangeable. It must be efficient and also addresses legacy IPs. The concept of interface-based design has been shown successful for IP plug-and-play in the history of software and hardware developments, for example, instruction sets and various interconnect buses or protocols such as Peripheral Component Interface (PCI) and Universal Serial Bus (USB). A NoC design methodology should also favor communication interfaces for the greatest possible IP reuse and integration [112, 129]. Using validated components and architectures in a design flow shrinks verification effort, reduces time-to-market and guarantees product quality, thus enhancing design productivity.

As such, NoC research does not deal with only several aspects of SoC design but creates a new area [50]. The term NoC is used today mostly in a very broad meaning. It encompasses the hardware communication infrastructure, the middleware and operating system, application programming interfaces [64, 101], the design methodology and its associated tool chain. The challenges for NoC research have thus been distributed in all aspects of SoC design from architecture to performance analysis, from traffic characterization to application design.

1.1.3 On-Chip Communication Model

On-chip communication is to provide a means to enable interprocess communication with a set of constraints and properties satisfied. A good view of network-based process-to-process communication is to follow the ISO’s OSI model [135]. The seven-layer model was proposed to interconnect open systems, which are heterogeneous and distributed. The layered structure decomposes the communication problem into more manageable components at different hierarchical layers. Rather than a monolithic structure, several layers are designed, each of which solves one part of the problem. Besides, layering provides a more modular design. At each
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layer, protocols and services, which are implementation-independent, are well-defined. Peer entities at the same layer can thus communicate with each other transparently. Adding new services to one layer may only need to modify the functionality at one layer, reusing the functions provided at all the other layers. Due to these advantages, several NoC groups [9, 82, 119] have followed this model and adapted it to build a protocol stack for on-chip communication.

As a platform, NoC shall provide well-defined interfaces for application programming and IP integration. Two levels of interfaces can be identified. One is the Core-Level Interface (CLI), which is used to connect hardware cores. At this level, IPs and processors implement interfaces such as AXI [6], OCP [95], VCI [130], CoreConnect [45] and DTL [104]. The other level interface is for integrating hardware logic via a communication adapter and for programming embedded software. The Operating System (OS) [92] and middleware can be part of the platform. This level of interface is Application-Level Interface (ALI). A recent proposal of the two-level interfaces for multiprocessors on chip can be found in [129].

An on-chip communication model combines the two views: abstract layered communication and interface-based communication. Although having been discussed separately, the two views are coherent, as shown in Figure 1.2. As can be seen, hardware and software processes (illustrated as $P_1$, $P_2$, $P_3$, $P_4$) representing the application layer use the ALI. The hardware communication adapter for integrating hardware cores and operating system & middleware for integrating software cores realize the session and transport layers, and connect to the CLI. The CLI encapsulates the network. It is worth noting that bypassing one layer is possible, as long as the interfaces match. For example, if a hardware IP imple-
ments the CLI, it can be directly connected to the CLI instead of connecting to the ALI, bypassing the communication adapter.

1.2 Research Overview

We have been orienting our NoC research towards three key issues: on-chip network architectures, network performance analysis and application design methodology. The network communication architectures deal with the design of on-chip networks. The performance analysis evaluates the network performance and helps to uncover the impact of network parameters on performance. The design methodology is concerned with how to design applications on a NoC platform. Specifically, we deal with communication refinement that synthesizes the communication in a system model into on-chip communication. Essentially these topics deal with the design and analysis of on-chip communication for NoC platforms.

We have identified and formulated problems related to the three aspects mentioned above. The thesis is based on the research results from these studies. In the following, we give a brief sketch of the main results:

- **NoC network architectures**: We have proposed cost-effective switch architectures, a connection-oriented multicasting scheme, as well as a TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) virtual-circuit configuration method using logical networks. After studying wormhole switch micro-architectures, we propose flit admission and ejection schemes, which are cost-effective with minimal performance penalty. Our multicasting mechanism is also proposed for wormhole-switched networks. It is connection-oriented, and a connection can be established dynamically. Based on the concept of a logical network, we have developed theorems and used a backtracking algorithm to configure contention-free TDM virtual-circuits.

- **NoC network performance analysis**: We have investigated traffic configuration, carried out network simulation and made feasibility analysis. We propose how to configure synthetic traffic patterns using distribution with controllable locality or channel-by-channel customization. This traffic configuration method has been integrated into our Nostrum NoC Simulation Environment (NNSE). A case study on the deflection networks shows that our simulator enables to explore the architectural design space and helps to make proper decisions on topology, routing schemes and deflection policies. The feasibility analysis aids designers with information about whether the application can fulfill the timing requirements of messages on the network and
how efficient network resources can be utilized. It allows one to evaluate the network using algorithm instead of simulation. Hence, it is more efficient but less accurate. This feasibility analysis is performed on wormhole-switched networks.

• NoC communication refinement: Based on a synchronous system model, we have proposed a communication refinement approach that refines the abstract communication into network-based communication. During the refinement, synchronization consistency is maintained in order to be correct-by-construction and protocol refinement can be incorporated to satisfy performance constraints.

Next, we summarize the author’s contributions in each of the enclosed papers.

1.3 Author’s Contributions

The thesis is based on a collection of papers, which are all peer-reviewed except Paper 4 that is under review. The papers are grouped into three blocks, namely, NoC network architectures, NoC network performance analysis, and NoC communication refinement. Each block is dedicated to one chapter in the thesis and we concentrate on introducing the author’s contributions in each chapter. The detailed materials, experiments, results and other related work are referred to the papers. In the following, we summarize the enclosed papers highlighting the author’s contributions. These papers are also listed in the references.

• NoC Network Architectures


This paper discusses the flit admission problem in input-buffering and output-buffering wormhole switches. Particularly it presents a novel cost-effective coupling scheme that binds flit admission queues with output physical channels in a one-to-one correspondence manner. The experiments suggest that the network performance is equivalent to the base line scheme which connects a flit admission queue to all the output physical channels.

Author’s contributions: The author contributed with the problem formulation, conducted experiments and wrote the manuscript.

This paper studies flit ejection models in a wormhole virtual channel switch. Instead of the costly ideal flit-ejection model, two alternatives which largely reduce the buffering cost are proposed. Experiments show that the $p$-sink model achieves nearly equivalent performance with the ideal sink model if the network is not overloaded.

Author’s contributions: The author formulated the flit-ejection problem, proposed solutions, conducted experiments and wrote the manuscript.


This paper presents a connection-oriented multicast scheme in wormhole-switched NoCs. In this scheme, a multicast procedure consists of establishment, communication and release phases. A multicast group can request to reserve virtual channels during establishment and has priority on arbitration of link bandwidth. This multicasting method has been effectively implemented in a mesh network with deadlock freedom. Our experiments show that the multicast technique improves throughput, and does not exhibit significant impact on unicast performance in a network with mixed unicast and multicast traffic.

Author’s contributions: The author contributed with the idea and protocol design, suggested experimentation methods, and wrote the manuscript. The implementation and experiments were conducted by Bei Yin.


Configuring Time-Division-Multiplexing (TDM) Virtual Circuits (VCs) on network-on-chip must guarantee conflict freedom for VCs besides allocating sufficient time slots to them. Using the generalized concept of logical networks, we develop and prove theorems that constitute sufficient and necessary conditions to establish conflict-free VCs. Moreover, we give a formulation of the multi-node VC configuration prob-
lem and suggest a back-tracking algorithm to find solutions by constructively searching the solution space.

*Author’s contributions:* The author developed and proved the theorems, formulated the problem, wrote the program, conducted experiments and wrote the manuscript.

- **NoC Network Performance Analysis**


  This paper details the traffic configuration methods developed for NNSE. It presents a unified expression to configure both uniform and locality traffic and proposes application-oriented traffic configuration for on-chip network evaluation.

  *Author’s contributions:* The author formulated the unified expression for the regular traffic patterns and defined application-oriented traffic, integrated the methods in NNSE, conducted experiments and wrote the manuscript.


  This paper evaluates the performance of deflection networks with different topologies such as *mesh*, *torus* and *Manhattan Street Network*, different routing algorithms such as *random*, *dimension XY*, *delta XY* and *minimum deflection*, as well as different deflection policies such as *non-priority*, *weighted priority* and *straight-through* policies. The results suggest that the performance of a deflection network is more sensitive to its topology than the other two parameters. It is less sensitive to its routing algorithm, but a routing algorithm should be minimal. A priority-based deflection policy that only uses global and history-related criterion can achieve both better average-case and worst-case performance than a non-priority or priority policy that uses local and stateless criterion. These findings may be used as guidelines by designers to make right decisions on the deflection network architecture.
Author’s contributions: The author formulated the problem, proposed solution schemes, and wrote the manuscript. The implementation and experiments were conducted by Mingchen Zhong.


The paper proposes a method for investigating the feasibility of delivering mixed real-time and nonreal-time messages in wormhole-switched networks. Particularly it describes a contention tree model for the estimation of worst-case performance for delivering real-time messages.

Author’s contributions: The author formulated the contention tree model, developed the algorithm, wrote the program, performed experiments, and wrote the manuscript.

• NoC Communication Refinement


The paper proposes a top-down design flow to refine synchronous communication onto NoC best-effort services. It consists of three steps, namely, channel refinement, process refinement, and communication mapping. In channel refinement, synchronous channels are replaced with stochastic channels abstracting the best-effort service. In process refinement, processes are refined in terms of interfaces and synchronization properties. Particularly, we use synchronizers to maintain local synchronization of processes and thus achieve synchronization consistency, which is a key requirement while mapping a synchronous model onto an asynchronous architecture. Within communication mapping, the refined processes and channels are mapped onto a NoC platform. A digital equalizer is used as a tutorial example and implemented in the Nostrum NoC platform to illustrate the feasibility of our concepts.

Author’s contributions: The author proposed the design flow for the communication refinement, developed solutions for the synchronization problem, conducted the case study, and wrote the manuscript.

This paper is complementary to Paper 8, which mainly discusses how to maintain synchronization consistency while refining the synchronous communication on asynchronous NoC architectures. This paper focuses on how to achieve performance-oriented refinement. Specifically, it deals with protocol refinement and channel mapping issues. In protocol refinement, we show how to refine communication towards application requirements such as reliability and throughput. In channel mapping, we discuss channel-convergence and channel-merge to make efficient use of shared network resources.

Author’s contributions: The author developed the idea, implemented the proposed techniques, conducted experiments, and wrote the manuscript.

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes our research results on NoC network architectures. In Chapter 3, we describe our work on NoC network performance analysis. We present our NoC communication refinement approach in Chapter 4. Finally we summarize the thesis in Chapter 5.
This chapter summarizes our research on NoC network architectures, particularly, cost-effective switch architectures [Paper 1, 2], connection-oriented multicasting [Paper 3], as well as TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) virtual-circuit configuration [Paper 4].

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 On-Chip Communication Network

A. On-chip network characteristics

As with macro- and tele-networks, on-chip micro-networks share the same characteristics in topology, switching, routing, and flow control. Additionally, a micro-network has to provide high and predictable performance with small area overhead and low power consumption. As noted in [27], a micro-network should appear as logical wires for network clients. Quality of Service (QoS) is thus a crucial aspect to distinguish one micro-network from another. Moreover, the design of on-chip systems should take advantage of well-validated legacy or third-party IP cores to shorten time-to-market and to guarantee product quality. To this end, IP reuse, exchange and integration are other critical issues. Addressing these issues demands a standardized hardware interface. The interface wrapping a micro-network can therefore be a distinguishing feature of a NoC proposal.

In the following, we describe the micro-network characteristics, namely, topology, switching, routing, flow control, Quality of Service and Interface, highlighting present NoC practices in these regards.
B. Topology

The topology refers to the physical structure of the network graph, i.e., how network nodes (switches or routers) are physically connected. It defines the connectivity (the routing possibility) between nodes, thus having a fundamental impact on the network performance as well as the switch structure, for example, the number of ports and port width. The tradeoff between generality and customization is an important issue when determining a network topology. The generality facilitates the re-usability and scalability of the communication platform. The customization is aimed for performance and resource optimality. Both regular and irregular topologies have been advocated for NoCs. Regular topologies such as k-ary 2-cube meshes [56] and tori [27] are popular ones because their layouts on a two-dimensional chip plane use symmetric-length of wires. The significance of the regularity lies in its potential of managing wire delay and wire-related DSM effects. The k-ary tree and k-ary n-dimensional fat tree [1] are two alternative regular NoC topologies. With a regular topology, the network area and power consumption scale predictably with the size of the topology. The arguments for using irregular topologies are that specific applications require flexible and optimal topology. In [123], the number of ports in switches can be synthesized according to the requirement of connectivity. However, the area and power consumption of an irregular network topology may not scale predictably with the topology size. Other topologies in between regular and irregular ones are also proposed for NoCs. For example, an interesting NoC topology is the Octagon NoC [52] in which a ring of 8 nodes connected by 12 bi-directional chords. Traveling between any pair of nodes takes at maximum two hops. In [99], a butterfly fat-tree topology was proposed in which IPs are placed at the leaves and switches placed at the vertexes. Moreover, regular topology may be customized by introducing application-specific long-range links to improve performance with a small area penalty [96].

C. Switching strategy

The switching strategy determines how a message traverses its route. There are two main switching strategies: circuit switching and packet switching. Circuit switching reserves a dedicated end-to-end path from the source to the destination before starting to transmit the data. The path can be a real or virtual circuit. After the transmission is done, the path reservation with associated resources is released. Circuit-switching is connection-oriented, meaning that there is an explicit connection establishment. In contrast to circuit-switching, packet-switching segments the message into a sequence of packets. A packet typically consists of a
header, payload and a tail. The header carries the routing and sequencing information. The payload is the actual data to be transmitted. The tail is the end of the packet and usually contains error-checking code. Packet-switching can be either connection-oriented or connection-less. Connection-oriented communication preserves resources while connection-less communication does not. Connection-oriented communication can typically provide a certain degree of commitment for message delivery bounds. With connection-less communication, packets are routed individually in the network in a best-effort manner. The message delivery is subject to dynamic contention scenarios in the network, thus is difficult to provide bounds. However, the network resources can be better utilized. Typical packet switching techniques\(^1\) include store-and-forward, virtual cut-through [53], and wormhole switching \(^2\).

- **Store-and-forward**: A network node must receive an entire packet before forwarding it to the next downstream node. Both link bandwidth and buffers are allocated at the packet-level. The non-contentional latency \(T\) for transmitting \(L\) flits is expressed by Equation 2.1. Flit is the smallest unit for the link-level flow control, which is the minimum unit of information that can be transferred across a link.

\[
T = \left( \frac{L}{BW} + R \right) \times H
\]  
\[\text{(2.1)}\]

where \(BW\) is the link bandwidth in flits per cycle; \(R\) is the routing delay per hop; \(H\) is the number of hops from the source node to the destination node.

- **Virtual cut-through**: Like store-and-forward, virtual cut-through allocates both link bandwidth and buffers in units of packets. However, in virtual cut-through, a network node does not wait for the reception of an entire packet. It receives a portion of the packet, and then forwards it downstream if the buffer space in the next switch is available. The downstream node must have enough buffers to hold the entire packet. In case of blocking, the entire packet is shunt into the buffers allocated. By transmitting packets as soon as possible, virtual cut-through reduces the non-contentional latency \(T\) for transmitting \(L\) flits to

\[
T = \frac{L}{BW} + R \times H
\]  
\[\text{(2.2)}\]

\(^1\)Both store-and-forward and virtual cut-through do not divide packets into flits. We show the division here for a consistent presentation of the switching techniques.

\(^2\)In the literature, wormhole switching, wormhole routing and wormhole flow control have been used. In this thesis, we tend to use wormhole switching.
• **Wormhole switching**: A packet is decomposed into flits. Operating like virtual cut-through, wormhole switching delivers flits in a pipelined fashion. Due to the pipelined transmission, the non-contentional latency $T$ of transmitting $L$ flits is the same as that for virtual cut-through. Wormhole-switching and virtual cut-through are both cut-through switching techniques. They mainly differ in how they handle packet blocking. With wormhole switching, link bandwidth and buffers are allocated to flits rather than packets. The switch buffering capacity is a multiple of a flit. If a packet is blocked, flits of the packet are stalled in place. With virtual cut-through, a switch, at which a packet is blocked, must receive and store all flits of the blocked packet. This enforces that the buffering capacity in switches must be a multiple of a packet. Virtual cut-through utilizes the network’s bandwidth more efficiently, achieving higher throughput than wormhole switching but requiring higher buffering capacity.

Circuit-switching for on-chip networks is proposed in [132] to satisfy applications with hard real-time constraints. The majority of on-chip networks is based on packet-switching, and combined packet-switching and circuit-switching. For example, TDM virtual-circuits [34, 81], which preserves time slots to switch packets in a contention-free manner, can be viewed as a circuit-switching technique implemented in a packet-switched network.

**D. Routing algorithm**

The *routing algorithm* determines the routing paths the packets may follow through the network graph. It usually restricts the set of possible paths to a smaller set of valid paths. In terms of path diversity and adaptivity, routing algorithm can be classified into three categories, namely, *deterministic routing*, *oblivious routing* and *adaptive routing* [28]. Deterministic routing chooses always the same path given the source node and the destination node. It ignores the network path diversity and is not sensitive to the network state. This may cause load imbalances in the network but it is simple and inexpensive to implement. Besides, it is often a simple way to provide the ordering of packets. Oblivious routing, which includes deterministic algorithms as a subset, considers all possible multiple paths from the source node to the destination node, for example, a random algorithm that uniformly distributes traffic across all of the paths. But oblivious algorithms do not take the network state into account when making the routing decisions. The third category is adaptive routing, which distributes traffic dynamically in response to the network state. The network state may include the status of a node or link, the length of queues,
and historical network load information. A routing algorithm is termed minimal if it only routes packets along shortest paths to their destinations, i.e., every hop must reduce the distance to the destination. Otherwise, it is non-minimal. Both table-based and algorithmic routing mechanics can be used to realize the routing algorithms [28]. The table-based routing mechanism uses routing tables either at the source or at each hop along the route. Instead of storing the routing relation in a table, the algorithmic routing mechanism computes it. For speed, it is usually implemented as a combinational logic circuit. The algorithmic routing is usually restricted to simple routing algorithms and regular topologies, sacrificing the generality of table-based routing.

In comparison with adaptive routing, deterministic or oblivious minimal routing results in relatively simple switch designs because a routing decision is made independent of the dynamic network state. Though a routing algorithm has different properties in design complexity, adaptivity and load balancing, the performance of a routing algorithm is also topology and application dependent [88]. An interesting extreme case of non-minimal adaptive routing is deflection routing [16], also called hot-potato routing. Its distinguishing feature is that it does not buffer packets. Instead, packets are always on the run cycle-by-cycle. A deflection policy prioritizes packets on the use of favored links. If there is no contention, packets are delivered via shortest paths. Upon contending for shared links, packets with a higher priority win arbitration and use the favored links while packets with a lower priority are mis-routed to non-minimal routes. Deflection routing has been used in optical networks where buffering optical signals is too expensive [106]. Because of simplicity and adaptivity, it is adopted and implemented in communication networks embedded in massively parallel machines such as the Connection machine [42]. For the same reasons, it has also been proposed for on-chip networks in the Nostrum NoC [81, 91]. Using deflection routing results in faster and smaller switch designs. As projected in [91], a deflection switch with an arity of five can run 2.38 GHz with a gate count of 19370 in 65 nm technology. Deadlock and livelock are the primary concern when designing a routing algorithm in order to ensure correct network operation [30]. As shown in [97], application knowledge can be effectively utilized to avoid deadlock. In [16, 49], maximum delivery bounds are derived for deflection networks. Thus the networks are livelock free.

E. Network flow control

The network flow control governs how packets are forwarded in the network, concerning shared resource allocation and contention resolution. The shared resources are buffers and links (physical channels). Essentially a flow control mechanism
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deals with the coordination of sending and receiving packets for the correct delivery of packets. Due to limited buffers and link bandwidth, packets may be blocked due to contention. Whenever two or more packets attempt to use the same network resource (e.g., a link or buffer) at the same time, one of the packets could be stalled in placed, shunted into buffers, detoured to an unfavored link, or simply dropped. For packet-switched networks, there exist bufferless flow control and buffered flow control [28].

- **Bufferless flow control** is the simplest form of flow control. Since there is no buffering in switches, the resource to be allocated is link bandwidth. It relies on an arbitration to resolve contentsions between contending packets. After the arbitration, the winning packet advances over the link. The other packets are either dropped or misrouted since there are no buffers. The deflection routing uses bufferless flow control. In fact, deflection routing includes an orthogonal concern of routing algorithm and deflection policy. While a routing algorithm determines the favored links for packets, a deflection policy resolves contentsions for shared links by forwarding the packet with the highest priority to its favored link and misrouting other packet(s) with a lower priority to unfavored links. As deflection routing does not buffer packets, the switch design can be simpler and thus cheaper because it has no buffer and flow management. Moreover, since the routing paths of packets are fully adaptive to the network state, deflection routing has higher link utilization and offers the potential to allow resilience for link and switch faults.

- **Buffered flow control** stores blocked packets while they wait to acquire network resources. Store-and-forward, virtual cut-through and wormhole switching techniques adopt buffered flow control. The granularity of resource allocation for different buffered flow control techniques may be different. Store-and-forward switching and virtual cut-through switching allocate link bandwidth and buffers in units of packets. Wormhole switching allocates both link bandwidth and buffers in units of flits. Buffered flow control requires a means to communicate the availability of buffers at the downstream switches. The upstream switches can then determine when a buffer is available to hold the next flit to be transmitted. If all of the downstream buffers are full, the upstream switches must be informed to stop transmitting (assuming drop-less delivery). This phenomenon is called back pressure. Link-level flow control mechanisms, in which the buffer availability information is passed and propagated between switches, are introduced to provide such
back-pressure. Today, there are three types of link-level flow control techniques in common use: credit-based, on/off, and ack/nack [28].

The flow control scheme of a network may be coupled with its switching strategy. For instance, both store-and-forward and virtual cut-through switching use the packet-buffer flow control, and wormhole switching uses the flit-buffer flow control. It is worthwhile to discuss them separately because a flow control scheme emphasizes the movement of packet flows instead of switching individual packets.

F. Quality of Service

Generally speaking, Quality-of-Service (QoS) defines the level of commitment for packet delivery. Such a commitment can be correctness of the result, completion of the transaction, and bounds on the performance [33]. But, mostly, QoS has a direct association with bounds in bandwidth, delay and jitter, since correctness and completion are often the basic requirements for on-chip message delivery. Correctness is concerned with packet integrity (corrupt-less) and packet ordering. It can be achieved through different means at different levels. For example, error-correction at the link layer or re-transmission at the upper layers can be used to ensure packet integrity. A network-layer service may secure that the packets are delivered in order. Alternatively, if a network-layer service cannot promise in-order delivery, a transport-layer service may compensate to do the re-ordering. Completion requires that a flow control method does not drop packets. In case of a shortage of resources, packets can be mis-routed or buffered. In addition, the network must ensure deadlock and livelock freedom.

Roughly classified, NoC researchers have proposed best-effort, guaranteed, and differentiated services for on-chip packet-switched communication. A best-effort service is connectionless. The network delivers packets as fast as it can. Packets are routed in the network, resulting in dynamic contentions for shared buffers and links. A packet-admission policy is usually desired to avoid network saturation. Below the saturation point, the network exhibits good average performance but the worst-case can be more than an order of magnitude worse than the average case. A guaranteed service is typically connection-oriented. It avoids network contentions by establishing a virtual circuit. Such a virtual circuit may be implemented by time slots, virtual channels, parallel switch fabrics and so on. The Æthereal NoC [34] implements a contention-free TDM virtual-circuit in a network employing buffered flow control. The Nostrum NoC [81] also realizes TDM virtual-circuit but in a network using bufferless flow control. Both Æthereal and Nostrum networks operate synchronously. The MANGO network [14] is clockless.
Since the network switches do not share the same notion of time, it uses sequences of virtual channels to set up virtual end-to-end connections. In contrast to TDM, SDM (Space-Division-Multiplexing)-based QoS is achieved by allocating individual wires on the link for different connections [61]. For the guaranteed services, if a virtual circuit is set up dynamically, the setup procedure has to use best-effort packets. This phase is somewhat unpredictable due to the best-effort nature. A differentiated service prioritizes traffic according to different categories, and the network switches employ priority-based scheduling and allocation policies. For instance, the QNoC [15] network distinguishes four traffic classes, i.e., signaling, real-time traffic, read-write and block transfer. The signaling class has the highest and the block-transfer class the lowest priority. Priority-based approaches allow for higher utilization of resources but cannot provide strong guarantees like guaranteed services. To improve resource usage, a best-effort service may be mixed with a guaranteed service using, for example, slack-time aware routing [5].

G. Interface

Wrapping on-chip networks with an interface is essential for NoC designs. The interface is preferably standardized, but domain-specific customization is necessary for optimal and dedicated solutions. An interface-based design approach [112, 129] separates computation from communication. It gives the interface users an abstraction that makes only the relevant information visible. It facilitates the exchange and reuse of IPs as long as the IPs conform to the same interface.

To make a huge number of legacy IPs reusable and integrable, an on-chip network interface has to follow standard interfaces. Current network interconnects implement interfaces such as AXI [6], OCP [95], VCI [130] and DTL [104]. AXI (Advanced eXtensible Interface) is AMBA's highest performance interface developed by ARM to support ARM11 processors. The configurable AXI interconnection is optimized for the processor-memory backplane and has advanced features such as split transactions (address and data buses are decoupled), multiple outstanding transactions, and out-of-order data. OCP (Open Core Protocol) is a plug-and-play interface for a core having both master and slave interfaces. The OCP specification defines a flexible family of memory-mapped, core-centric protocols for use as a native core interface in on-chip systems. OCP addresses both data-flow signaling and side-band control-flow signaling for error, interrupt, flag, status and test. The VCI (Virtual Component Interface) specification includes three variants: PVCI (peripheral), BVCI (basic) and AVCI (advanced). The DTL (Device Transaction Level) interconnection interface is developed by Phillips Semiconductors to
interface existing SoC IPs. It allows easy extension to other future interconnection standards. The Æethereal NoC [113] provides a shared-memory abstraction to the cores and is compatible to standard interfaces such as AXI, DTL and OCP. The SPIN [37] and Proteo [122] NoCs support the VCI interface. The OCP interface is used in the MANGO NoC [14]. Nonetheless, the cost of adopting standard socket-type interfaces is nontrivial. The HERMES NoC [84] demonstrates that the introduction of OCP makes the transactions up to 50% slower than the native core interface. Therefore domain-specific interfaces will be an option for optimization.

Next, in Section 2.2, we investigate the design complexity of a canonical wormhole switch from the perspective of admitting and ejecting flits, proposing the coupled admission model for flit admission (Paper 1) and the p-sink model for flit ejection (Paper 2). Section 2.3 suggests a multicasting service (Paper 3). In Section 2.4, we discuss the construction of TDM virtual-circuits using logical networks (Paper 4). Since both Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 consider wormhole switching, we introduce wormhole switching further in the next subsection.

### 2.1.2 Wormhole Switching

Wormhole switching [26] allocates buffers and physical channels (PCs, links) to flits instead of packets. A packet is decomposed into a head flit, body flit(s), and a tail flit. A single-packet flit is also possible. We call this decomposition flitization. Flitization is named following packetization, i.e., encapsulate a message into one or more packets. A flit, the smallest unit on which flow control is performed, can advance once buffering in the next switch is available to hold the flit. This results in that the flits of a packet are delivered in a pipeline fashion. As illustrated in Figure

![Figure 2.1. Flits delivered in a pipeline](image-url)
1. a packet is segmented into four flits, with one head flit leading two body flits and one tail flit, and then the four flits are transmitted in a pipeline via switches. For the same amount of storage, it achieves lower latency and greater throughput.

![Diagram of flit buffers](image.png)

**Figure 2.2.** Virtual channels (lanes)

However, wormhole switching uses physical channels (PCs) inefficiently because a PC is held for the duration of a packet. If a packet is blocked, all PCs held by this packet are left idle. To mitigate this problem, wormhole switching adopts *virtual channels (lanes)* to make efficient use of the PCs [25]. Several parallel lanes, each of which is a flit buffer queue, share a PC (Figure 2.2). Therefore, if a packet is blocked, other packets can still traverse the PC via other lanes, leading to higher throughput. Because of these advantages, namely, *better performance*, *smaller buffering requirement* and *greater throughput*, wormhole switching with virtual-channel flow control is the prevailing switching scheme advocated for on-chip networks [1, 24, 44, 110]. In addition, virtual-channel has a versatile use in optimizing link utilization, improving throughput, avoiding deadlock [26], increasing fault tolerance [18] and providing guaranteed services [14]. Nonetheless, in order to maximize its utilization, the procedure to allocate virtual channels is critical in designing routing algorithms [128].

Note that wormhole switching is not without problems. First, it incurs flit-type overhead to distinguish head, body, tail, and single-packet flits. Second, the flits of a packet may be distributed in flit buffers of multiple switches. The intermediate buffers between a head flit and a tail flit may be under-utilized, resulting in lower buffer utilization [120]. Third, due to the flit distribution, wormhole switching is more prone to deadlock.

### 2.2 Flit Admission and Ejection

This section summarizes the research in Paper 1 (Flit admission) and Paper 2 (Flit ejection).
2.2.1 Problem Description

Despite the aforementioned advantages, using wormhole switching for on-chip networks has to minimize the switch design complexity. First, since an on-chip network is an interconnect using shared wires instead of dedicated wires to pass signals, its cost must be reasonable [27]. Second, embedded applications often have very stringent requirements on power. For future complex SoC integration, the communication bandwidth is achievable but the energy consumption will probably be the bottleneck that has to trade off the performance [98]. Therefore, in order to shrink energy dissipation, it is important to reduce the switch design complexity so as to decrease the number of gates and switching capacitance.

![Figure 2.3. Flit admission and ejection](image)

We examine the problem of flit-admission and flit-ejection in a wormhole-switched network. As depicted in Figure 2.3, the delivery of packets passes through three stages: flitization, network delivery, and assembly. The flitization is performed at a source node, and the assembly, which decapsulates flits into packets, is conducted by a destination node. Figure 2.4 illustrates the flitization and assembly of a packet. As can be seen, the packet is encapsulated into four flits (one head flit, two body flits and one tail flit), where vcid is the identity number of the lane the flit occupies. We assume 4 lanes per port in a switch, thus vcid takes 2 bits.

![Figure 2.4. Flitization and assembly](image)
Since flits are both the workload of switches and the source of network contentions for shared Virtual Channels (VCs)\(^3\) and Physical Channels (PCs, links), their admission and ejection are as important as delivery. As the transmission time of a flit comprises admission time, delivery time plus ejection time, the network performance is the function of flit-admission, flit-delivery and flit-ejection. Intuitively, to achieve good network utilization and throughput, flits should be admitted as fast as possible. However, flits to be advanced (after admission) may contend not only with each other, but also with flits to be admitted. Flit-admission and flit-delivery interfere with each other. This implies that a fast admission mechanism may speed up the admission but slow down the delivery. If the network is too loaded, the overall transmission time may get worse. For the ejection process, a faster ejection frees flit buffers quicker, thus the faster the better. A slower ejection of flits may slow down the flit delivery and eventually affect the flit delivery and admission through back-pressure. However, an ideal ejection, which ejects flits immediately once they reach destinations, may over-design the switch. Finally the interplay between flit-admission and flit-ejection influences the tradeoff between performance and switch complexity. A practical cost-effective ejection model may actually tolerate a slower but simpler admission model with reasonable performance penalty.

In the rest of this section, we first explain the operation of a canonical wormhole lane switch in Section 2.2.2. Then we discuss flit-admission and flit-ejection models in Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4, respectively. Particularly, we introduce the coupled admission and the p-sink model.

### 2.2.2 The Wormhole Switch Architecture

Figure 2.5 illustrates a canonical wormhole switch architecture with virtual channels at input ports [25, 102, 110]. It has \(p\) physical channels (PCs) and \(v\) lanes per PC. It employs the credit-based link-level flow control to coordinate packet delivery between switches.

A packet passes the switch through four states: routing, lane allocation, flit scheduling, and switch arbitration. In the routing state, the routing logic determines the routing path the packet advances over. Routing is only performed with the head flit of a packet and only when the head flit becomes the earliest-come flit in the FIFO lane. After routing, the packet path and output PC are determined. In the state of lane allocation, the lane allocator associates the lane the packet occupies with an available lane in the next switch on its routing path, i.e., to make a

---

\(^3\)In Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, we use the shorthand VC for Virtual Channel.
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A canonical wormhole lane switch (ejection not shown)

Figure 2.5. A canonical wormhole lane switch (ejection not shown)

Lane-to-lane association. A lane is available if it is not currently being allocated to an upstream lane. A lane-to-lane association fails when all requested lanes are already associated to other lanes in directly connected switches, or the lane loses arbitration in case multiple lanes in the switch try to associate with the same downstream lane. Note that it is not necessarily required here that there is an empty buffer in the lane in order to make a successful association. If the lane-to-lane association succeeds, the flit vcid is determined and the packet enters the scheduling state. If there is a buffer available in the associated downstream lane, the lane enters the state of switch arbitration. This can be done with a two-level arbitration scheme. The first level of arbitration is performed on the lanes sharing the same physical channel. The second level of arbitration is for the crossbar traversal. If the lane wins the two levels of arbitration, the flit situated at the head of the lane is switched out. Otherwise, the lane stays in the arbitration state. The lane-to-lane
association is released after the tail flit is switched out. Then the allocated lane is available to be reused by other packets. Credits are passed between adjacent switches in order to keep track of the status of lanes, such as if a lane is free and a count of available buffers in the lane.

A flit differs from a packet in that (1) a flit has a smaller size; (2) only the head flit carries the routing information such as source/destination address, packet size, priority etc. As a consequence, the routing and lane allocation can only be performed with the head flit of a packet. Once a lane-to-lane association is established by the head flit of the packet, the rest of flits of the packet inherit this association. After the tail flit leaves, the lane-to-lane association is released. Thus, a lane is allocated at the packet level, i.e., packet-by-packet while a link is scheduled at the flit level, i.e., flit-by-flit since the flit scheduling as well as the switch arbitration is performed per flit. As the head flit advances, lanes are associated like a chain along the routing path of the packet, the rest of flits are pipelined along the chain path. Carrying routing information only in the head flit of a packet leaves more space for payload. However, flits belonging to different packets cannot be interleaved in associated lane(s) since only head flits contain routing information. To guarantee this, a lane-to-lane association must be one-to-one, i.e., unique at a time.

Figure 2.6. Lane-to-lane associations
Figure 2.6 illustrates lane-to-lane associations. The one-to-many association leads to that the flits from lane 2 in switch 2 are delivered to lane 2 and lane 3 in switch 3. The many-to-one association results in that lane 3 in switch 2 will receive flits from lane 1 and lane 2 from switch 1. Obviously the one-to-many and many-to-one associations result in that the integrity of a worm (the flit sequence of a packet) is destroyed. It becomes impossible either to route the flits of a packet or assemble the flits into a packet. Therefore, both one-to-many and many-to-one associations must be forbidden, and only one-to-one association is permissible.

2.2.3 Flit Admission

A. The decoupled admission

We assume that a switch receives packets injected via a packet FIFO. A packet is first flitized into flits that are then stored in flit FIFOs, called flit-admission queues, before being admitted into the network. There are various ways of organizing the packet queue and the flit-admission queues. In Figure 2.7(a), flit-admission queues are organized as a FIFO. In Figures 2.7(b) and 2.7(c), they are arranged as \( p \) parallel FIFO queues (\( p \) is the number of PCs). Figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b) permit at maximum one flit to be admitted to the network at a time while Figure 2.7(c) allows up to \( p \) flits to be admitted simultaneously. We adopt the organization of flit-admission queues in Figure 2.7(c) for our further discussions since it allows potentially higher performance while the other two may lead to under-utilize the network.

The organization of \( p \) flit-admission queues is also illustrated in the switch architecture in Figure 2.5. Initially, packets are stored in the packet queue. When a flit-admission queue is available, a packet is split into flits which are then put into an admission queue. Similarly to a lane, a flit-admission queue transits states to inject flits into the network via the crossbar. Note that flits to be admitted (in admission) contend with flits already admitted (in delivery) for VCs in the lane-to-lane association state and PCs in the crossbar arbitration state. This interference
makes a flit-admission model nontrivial. Our study shows that when the network
is nearly saturated, a faster admission model actually begins to slow down the de-
ivery, worsening the network performance. Furthermore, the routing is performed
after flitization. By this scheme, each flit-admission queue is connected to \( p \) multi-
plexers. Flits from a flit-admission queue can be switched to anyone of the \( p \) output
PCs. To implement this scheme, the crossbar must be fully connected, resulting in
a port size of \( 2p \times p \). Since the flit-admission queues are decoupled from the output
PCs, we call this flit-admission scheme decoupled admission.

B. The coupled admission

Although the decoupled admission allows a flit to be switched to anyone of the
\( p \) output ports, this may not be necessary since a flit is aimed to one and only
one port after routing. Based on this observation, we propose a coupling scheme
that can sharply decrease the crossbar complexity, as sketched in Figure 2.8. Just
like the decoupled admission, it uses \( p \) flit-admission queues, but one queue is
bound to one and only one multiplexer dedicated for a particular output PC. Due
to this coupling, flits from a flit-admission queue are dedicated to the output PC.
Consequently, an admission queue only needs to be connected to one multiplexer
instead of \( p \) multiplexers. The size of the crossbar is sharply decreased from \( 2p \times p \)
to \( (p+1) \times p \), as shown in Figure 2.8. The number of control signals per multiplexer
is reduced from \( \lceil \log(2p) \rceil \) to \( \lceil \log(p + 1) \rceil \) for any \( p > 1 \).

In order to support the coupling scheme, the routing must be performed be-
fore flitization instead. By a routing algorithm, the output physical channel that a
packet requests can be determined. Hence, the corresponding admission queue is
identified. One drawback due to the coupling is that the head-of-line blocking may
be worse if the packet injection rate is high. Specifically, if the head packet in the
packet queue is blocked due to the bounded number and size of the flit-admission
queues, the packets behind the head packet are all unconditionally blocked dur-
ing the head packet’s blocking time. In the decoupled admission, the head-of-line
blocking occurs when the four flit-admission queues are fully occupied. With the
coupled admission, this blocking occurs when the flit-admission queue, which the
present packet targets, is full.

As the crossbar is a power-hungry component in a switch [131], the coupled
admission saves also power in comparison with the decoupled admission due to
the reduction in the gate count and switching capacitance. The study on the power
assumption of the flit admission schemes [74] shows that the coupled admission

\[ \lceil x \rceil \] is the ceiling function which returns the least integer that is not less than \( x \).
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Flit Admission and Ejection decreases the switch power by about 12% on average with the uniform traffic with random-bit payloads.

2.2.4 Flit Ejection

A. The ideal sink model

An ideal sink model is typically assumed for a wormhole lane switch. With such a model, flits reaching their destinations are ejected from the network immediately, emptying the lane buffers they occupy. An ideal flit-ejection model is drawn in Figure 2.9. A flit sink is a FIFO receiving the ejected flits. Each lane is connected to a sink and the crossbar (for packet forwarding) via a de-multiplexer.

To incorporate ejection, the lane state is extended with a reception state in addition to the four states. If the routing determines that the head flit of a packet reaches its destination, the lane enters the reception state immediately by establishing a lane-to-sink association. Since flits from different packets cannot interleave in a sink queue, there must be $p \cdot v$ sink queues, each of them corresponding to a lane, in order to realize an immediate transition to the reception state. Assuming that one sink takes the flits of one packet, the depth of a sink is the maximum number of flits of a packet. After the lane transits to the reception state, the head flit bypasses the crossbar and enters its sink. The subsequent flits of the packet are

Figure 2.8. The coupled admission sharing a (p+1)-by-p crossbar
ejected into the sink immediately upon arriving at the switch. When the tail flit is ejected, the lane-to-sink association is freed. This model is beneficial in both time and space. Although a head flit may be blocked by flits situated in front of it in the same lane, a non-head flit neither waits to be ejected (time) nor occupies a flit buffer (space) once the lane is in the reception state. Moreover, it does not interfere with flits buffered in other lanes from advancing to next switches downstream (because the $v$ demultiplexers of a PC share one input of the crossbar, one PC allows one flit from a lane to be switched via the crossbar without interference with sinking flits from other lanes.). Upon receiving all the flits of a packet, the packet is composed and delivered into the packet sink. If the packet sink is not empty, the switch outputs one packet per cycle from it in a FIFO manner.

**B. The $p$-sink model**

Implementing the ideal sink model requires $p \cdot v$ flit sinks, which can eject $p \cdot v$ flits per cycle. This may over-design the switch since there are only $p$ input ports, implying that at maximum $p$ flits can reach the switch per cycle. Since the
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maximum number of flits to be ejected per switch per cycle is \( p \), we can use \( p \) sink queues instead of \( p \cdot v \) sink queues to eject flits to avoid over-design. Moreover, in order to have a more structured design, we could connect the \( p \) sink queues to the crossbar, as illustrated in the dashed box of Figure 2.10.

To enable ejecting flits in the \( p \)-sink model, we now extend the four lane states with two new states: an arriving and a reception state. If a head flit reaches its destination, the lane the flit occupies transits from the routing to the arriving state. Then it will try to associate with an available sink, i.e., to establish a lane-to-sink association. If the association is successful, the lane enters the reception state. Subsequently the other flits of the packet follow this association exactly like flits advancing in the network. Upon the tail flit entering the sink, the association is torn down. If the lane-to-sink association fails (when all sinks have already been allocated), the head flit is blocked in place holding the lane buffer. To speed up flit ejection, the contentions for the crossbar input channels and crossbar traversal are arbitrated on priority. A lane in a reception state has a higher priority than a lane in a state for forwarding flits. The drawback in this sink model is the increase of blocking time when flits reach their destinations. First, the lane-to-sink association may fail since all sink queues might be in use. In contrast, an ideal sink model guarantees an exclusive sink for each lane. Second, only one lane per PC can win arbitration to an input channel of the crossbar due to sharing the input channel for

![Figure 2.10. The \( p \)-sink model](image)
both advancing flits and ejecting flits. In case of more than one lane of a PC are in
the reception state, only one lane can use the channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$p \times 1$ Mux</th>
<th>$1 \times 2$ Demux</th>
<th>Flit sink</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ideal model</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$p \cdot v$</td>
<td>$p \cdot v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The $p$-sink model</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Cost of the sink models

To implement this $p$-sink model, the crossbar must double its capacity from
$p$-by-$p$ ($p \times 1$ multiplexers) to $p$-by-$2p$ ($2p \times 1$ multiplexers), as illustrated in
Figure 2.10. The number of control ports of the crossbar is doubled proportionally.
Table 2.1 summarizes the number of each component to implement the sink mod-
els. As can be seen, the ideal sink model requires $p \cdot v$ flit sinks while the $p$-sink
model uses only $p$ flit sinks. With the $p$-sink model, the number of flit-sinks be-
comes independent of $v$, implying that the buffering cost for flit sinks is only $1/v$
as much as the ideal ejection model.

2.3 Connection-oriented Multicasting

This section summarizes the research in Paper 3.

2.3.1 Problem Description

As discussed previously, a bus and its variants (segmented, cross-bar and hierar-
chical buses) do not scale well with the system size in bandwidth and clocking
frequency. However, a bus is very efficient in broadcasting since all clients are
directly connected to it. A unicast is in fact broadcasted to all clients in the bus
segment. In a NoC, IP blocks are distributed and communicate through multi-
hop connections. This allows many more concurrent transactions, but does not
directly support multicast. In NoC systems, it often desires to maintain a consis-
tent view on the system state among the distributed cores, for example, in the case
of implementing cache coherency protocols, of passing global states for barrier
synchronization, and of managing and configuring the network. These commu-
nication patterns involve one source but multiple recipients. This type of pattern
distinguishes from one-to-one communication in that the same message from one
source has to be transmitted to multiple destinations. Particularly, real-time con-
strained, throughput-oriented embedded applications for multi-media processing
exhibit such patterns, for instance, forking one data stream into multiple identical streams to be processed by multiple processing elements. Providing an efficient support for such one-to-many communication patterns is desirable.

Implementing multicast by sending multiple unicast messages is intuitive but neither efficient nor scalable because of excessive link and buffer consumption. Secondly, these messages are delivered in a best-effort manner without QoS. Our purpose is to provide an efficient multicast support from the network layer. We have taken a connection-oriented approach in aware of QoS. This allows dynamic multicast setup and release, thus consuming resources only if necessary. Our multicast scheme is realized in wormhole-switched networks. The resulting wormhole switch supports both unicast and multicast.

### 2.3.2 The Multicasting Mechanism

Our multicasting mechanism consists of three phases: group setup, data transmission, and group release. It is connection-oriented, meaning that a multicast connection must be established before one-to-many data transmission can start. The member visiting order of a multicast group is computed off-line and the multicast path is set up conforming to the unicast routing algorithm in the group setup phase. After data transmission, a multicast connection has to be explicitly released. A multicast connection means that

- There is a group master who owns the connection. The group master is the source node who has the group member information and determines the member visiting sequence. It initiates the establishment by sending a multicast setup packet using unicast. The last node in the sequence is responsible for acknowledging the establishment. In case of setup failure, a negative acknowledgment is sent from the node where the failure occurs. After data transmission, the group master sends a multicast release packet to release the connection.

- A simplex path is defined from the group master to the last member, passing other member nodes. Data transmission will deterministically follow this path from upstream to downstream. In addition to the group master, any upstream node is allowed to send multicast packets downstream.

- Each switch along the multicast delivery path has stored information about how to deal with a multicast packet (copy, forward or sink) and about the
connection status. The copy means that the multicast packet has to be forwarded besides being locally sunk. The record of a multicast connection includes \{MultiID, GroupType, Sadr, VCID, VCID downstream, Output PC, Next member addr.\}, where MultiID is the multicast group identity number, which is unique for each multicast group; GroupType is the type of the multicast group which informs the switches whether the multicast group requires reserving a lane or not; Sadr is the group master address; VCID is the identity number of the lane that the multicast packets use in the current switch; VCID downstream is the identity number of the lane allocated in the next downstream switch; OutputPC is the output physical channel over which the multicast packets are to be switched; Next member address is the address of the next member in the multicast group.

During the setup phase, multicasting can be aware of QoS in the sense that a multicast group may request to reserve a lane. The GroupType indicates if the group reserves a lane or not. To speed up multicasting, multicast packets enjoy higher priority than unicast packets for link bandwidth arbitration. After a connection is established, a multicast is realized by sending a single copy of multicast packets to multicast group members along the pre-established path. Multicast packets carry multiID in their headers. This results in low packet overhead and efficient use of link bandwidth. The drawback is the setup and release overhead.

The multicasting protocol is designed seamlessly with the unicasting protocol. The unicast packet format is extended to include different types of packets. In the implementation, the controller of the unicast switch is enriched to identify and act according to the different packet types. The data path of the switch remains the same. In this way, the resulting wormhole switch supports both unicast and multicast. The network allows mixed unicast and multicast traffic.

2.4 TDM Virtual-Circuit Configuration

This section summarizes the research in Paper 4.

2.4.1 Problem Description

A Virtual Circuit (VC)\(^5\) is a set of pre-allocated resources to enable performance guarantees. Since the pre-allocation involves a setup phase, a VC is connection-oriented. A TDM (Time-Division Multiplexing) VC [34, 81] is a VC that shares

\(^5\)In Sections 2.4 and 2.5, we use the shorthand VC for Virtual Circuit.
buffers and link bandwidth in a time-division fashion. Each node along the VC’s path is equipped with a time-sliced routing table which reserves time slots for input packets to use output links. The routing table partitions link bandwidth and avoids the simultaneous use of shared links. A VC is simplex. In general, it may comprise multiple source and destination nodes (multi-node). As long as a VC is established, packets delivered on it, called VC packets, encounter no contention and thus have guarantees in latency and bandwidth. Unlike connection-less Best-Effort (BE) packet delivery that starts as soon as possible, VC packet delivery can not start until the VC is successfully set up. Therefore, VC configuration is an indispensable process. Moreover, well-planned VC configurations can make a better use of network resources and achieve better performance.

Figure 2.11. The virtual-circuit configuration problem

Figure 2.11 illustrates the multi-node VC configuration problem. It shows a partial mesh network and a specification of three VCs, \( v_1 \), \( v_2 \) and \( v_3 \), to be configured in the network. The network also delivers BE traffic. Each VC comprises multiple source and destination nodes and is associated with a bandwidth requirement. Configuring VCs involves (1) path selection: This has to explore the network path diversity. It turns out that there exists a huge design space to explore. Suppose that the size of a VC specification set is \( m \), each VC has \( p \) alternative paths, we have \( p^m \) solution possibilities; (2) slot allocation: Since VC packets can not contend with each other, VCs must be configured so that an output link of a switch is allocated to one VC per slot. Both steps together must ensure that VCs are set up free from contention and allocated with sufficient slots. The network must be deadlock-free and livelock-free.

2.4.2 Logical-Network-oriented VC Configuration

A. TDM virtual circuits

Figure 2.12 shows two VCs, \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), and the respective routing tables for the switches. An output link is associated with a buffer or register. \( v_1 \) passes switches...
sw₁, sw₂, sw₃ and sw₄ through \{b₁ → b₂ → b₃ → b₄\}; v₂ passes switches sw₅, sw₃, sw₄ and sw₆ through \{b₅ → b₃ → b₄’ → b₆\}. v₁ and v₂ only overlap in buffer b₃, i.e., \(v₁ \cap v₂ = \{b₃\}\). A routing table entry \((t, in, out)\) is equivalent to a routing function \(R(t, in) = out\), where \(t\) is time slot, \(in\) an input link, and \(out\) an output link. For example, \((2k, W, E)\) in sw₁ means that sw₁ reserves its E (East) output link at slots \(2k\) \((k \in \mathbb{N})\) for its W (West) input \((R(2k, W) = E)\). As can also be observed, sw₃ configures its even slots \(2k\) for v₁ and its odd slots \(2k + 1\) for v₂. As v₁ and v₂ interleavely use the shared buffer b₃ and its associated output link, v₁ and v₂ do not conflict.

**B. Using logical networks to avoid conflict**

We draw a simplified picture of Figure 2.12 in Figure 2.13, where a bubble represents a buffer. VC packets on v₁ and v₂ are fired once every two cycles. Their bandwidth is \(bw₁ = bw₂ = 1/2\) packets/cycle. Suppose that both VCs start admitting packets at slot \(t = 0\). v₁ packets visit the shared buffer b₃ at even slots with an initial latency of two slots; v₂ packets visit b₃ at odd slots with an initial latency of one slot. This also means that, at even slots, v₁ packets hold buffers b₁ and b₃ while v₂ packets hold buffers b₅ and b₄’; At odd slots, v₁ packets hold buffers b₂ and b₄ while v₂ packets hold buffers b₃ and b₆. Thus v₁ and v₂ never conflict with each other. Figure 2.13 shows a snapshot of VC packets at even slots.

From the local perspective of buffer b₃, the alternate use of this shared buffer by v₁ and v₂ virtually partitions its time slots into two disjoint sets, the odd set and the even set. The two sets can be regularly mapped to the slot sets of other buffers on
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Figure 2.14. The view of logical networks

a VC in an unambiguous way. The reason is that, due to the synchronous network operation and contention-free VC-packet transmission, a VC packet advances one step per slot and never stalls, thus a packet visiting \( b_1 \) at even slots will visit \( b_2 \) at odd slots, visit \( b_3 \) at even slots, and so on. Therefore the partitioned slots are networked, as illustrated in Figure 2.14. We can view that \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) stay in the same physical network but in different logical networks. We define a logical network (LN) as a composition of associated sets of time slots in a set of buffers of a VC with respect to a reference buffer. We call them LNs because the logically networked slots comprise disjoint networks over time. The overlapping of \( v_1 \) and
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\( v_2 \) results in two LNs, the even and odd LNs; \( b_3 \) is the reference buffer. If \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) subscribe to different LNs, they are conflict-free. In the example, \( v_1 \) subscribes to the even LN and \( v_2 \) to the odd LN.

C. Formal conflict-free conditions

The logical-network concept generalizes the concepts of admission classes [16] and temporally disjoint networks [81]. In Paper 4, we have given formal definitions on the VC and LN. Formally, we have addressed the key questions for the LN-oriented VC configuration. Suppose that \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are two overlapping VCs,

- The maximum number \( T \) of LNs, which both VCs can subscribe to without conflict, equals to \( \text{GCD}(D_1, D_2) \), the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) of their admission cycles \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \). The admission cycle \( D \) of a VC \( v \) is the length (in number of time slots) of its packet-admission pattern. The bandwidth that a LN possesses equals \( 1/T \) packets/cycle.

- Assigning both VCs to different logical networks is the sufficient and necessary condition to avoid conflict between them.

- If they have multiple shared buffers, these buffers must satisfy reference consistency in order to be free from conflict. If so, any of the shared buffers can be used as the reference buffer to construct LNs. Two shared buffers \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) are termed consistent if it is true that “\( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) packets do not conflict in buffer \( b_1 \)” if and only if “\( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) packets do not conflict in buffer \( b_2 \)”. The sufficient and necessary condition for them to be consistent is that the distances of \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) along the two VCs, denoted \( d_{b_1b_2}(v_1) \) and \( d_{b_1b_2}(v_2) \), respectively, satisfy \( d_{b_1b_2}(v_1) - d_{b_1b_2}(v_2) = kT, \ k \in \mathbb{Z} \). Furthermore, instead of pair-wise checking, the reference consistency can be linearly checked.

D. The VC configuration method

We have used the theorems to guide the construction of VCs. We use a backtracking algorithm to constructively search the solution space while exploring the path diversity. The algorithm is a recursive function performing a depth-first search. The solution space in a tree structure is generated while the search is conducted. The backtracking algorithm trades runtime for memory consumption. At any time during the search, only the route from the start node to the current expansion node is saved. As a result, the memory requirement of the algorithm is \( O(m) \), where \( m \) is the number of VCs. This is important since the solution space organization
needs excessive memory if stored in its entirety. Whenever two VCs overlap, the assignment of LN to VCs is performed. If they can be assigned to two different LN with sufficient bandwidth, the assignment is done successfully. Otherwise, the assignment fails. Other path alternatives have to be considered. This VC-to-LN assignment serves as a bounding function by which, if it fails, the algorithm prunes the current expansion node’s subtrees, thus making the search efficient.

With a feasible solution, for each VC \( v_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq m \)) with a normalized bandwidth requirement \( \bar{bw}_i \), our VC configuration program returns \( (\vec{P}_i, D_i, \vec{A}_i, R_i) \), where \( \vec{P}_i \) is the sequence of buffers visited by \( v_i \), representing its delivery path; \( D_i \) is the admission cycle by which \( v_i \) repeats its packet-injection pattern; \( \vec{A}_i \) is the allocated slot vector whose size \( |\vec{A}_i| \) is the number of slots in \( \vec{A}_i \), and \( \forall A_{i,j} \in \vec{A}_i \) \((1 \leq j \leq |\vec{A}_i|), A_{i,j} \in [0, D_i) \) and \( |\vec{A}_i| \in (0, D_i] \); \( R_i \) is the reference buffer for which the time slots are referred to. The LN(s) that \( v_i \) subscribes to is reflected in \( \vec{A}_i \) explicitly, or implicitly if \( v_i \) uses only a portion of bandwidth in the allocated LN(s). In addition, they satisfy the bandwidth constraint:

\[
\frac{|\vec{A}_i|}{D_i} \geq \bar{bw}_i
\]

As an example, for the two VCs, \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), in Figure 2.13, \( D_1 = D_2 = 2 \). The number \( T \) of logical networks is \( GCD(2, 2) = 2 \). The result of configuring \( v_1 \) is \( (<b_1, b_2, b_3, b_4>, 2, \{0\}, b_3) \), which is equivalent to \( (<b_1, b_2, b_3, b_4>, 2, \{0\}, b_1) \). This means that \( v_1 \) packets are fired from \( b_1 \) at even slots, once every two cycles. The result of configuring \( v_2 \) is \( (<b_5, b_3, b_4', b_6>, 2, \{1\}, b_3) \), which is equivalent to \( (<b_5, b_3, b_4', b_6>, 2, \{0\}, b_5) \). This means that \( v_2 \) packets are fired from \( b_5 \) at even slots, once every two cycles.

## 2.5 Future Work

NoC communication architectures need to offer various services with different guarantees and efficient support for different communication patterns such as multicast, peers and client-server, to provide robust and reliable communication, to enable re-configuration, and to reduce area and power budget. In the future, our research may be complemented along the following threads:

- **Contract-oriented virtual-circuit configuration**: While configuring virtual-circuits (VCs), the network can satisfy their requirements in two ways. One is to meet their demand on its own. The other is to eventually generate contracts through possible negotiation, one for each VC. According to the
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contracts, the network nodes configure slot tables. Moreover, VC traffic is injected obligating to the contracts. We illustrate the two approaches in Figure 2.15. Figure 2.15a is non-contract oriented while Figure 2.15b is contract-oriented. As we can see, there is an additional feedback loop introduced in the contract-oriented approach. This loop defines the obligation of VCs in terms of traffic injection pattern. In this way, both the network and VCs must fulfill their obligations. Our VC configuration approach generates \((\vec{P}, D, \vec{A}, R)\) for each VC. This in fact constitutes a contract. The network configures slot tables along the VC delivery path using the contracts, and the VCs regularly launch packets using the allocated slots. We expect that a contract-oriented method can facilitate predictable IP integration and the formal validation of QoS guarantees in comparison with a noncontract-oriented one. These benefits as stated have not yet been substantiated.

• **Reconfigurable QoS network architectures**: SoC applications are becoming extremely functionally rich. For example, a personal handheld set does telephoning, multimedia processing, gaming, and may execute diverse web-based utilities. A network designed for such systems must be reconfigurable because different use cases require different configurations. Satisfying all use cases concurrently may over-design the network, leading to unacceptable cost. To have a dynamically re-configurable communication platform is most cost- and power-efficient since it allows us to allocate and use resources only if it is necessary. The challenge is not to sacrifice performance, efficiency and predictability when allowing adaptivity. Efficient protocols, micro-architectures and methods are in a great need to support network re-configurability. Error-resilient and self-healing mechanisms can be further incorporated to provide fault tolerance and robustness to cope with the nano-regime uncertainties.
Chapter 3
NoC Network Performance Analysis

This chapter summarizes our simulation-based and algorithm-based NoC performance analysis [Paper 5, 6, 7]. The simulation-based analysis [Paper 5, 6] is performed within the Nostrum Network-on-chip Simulation Environment (NNSE). The algorithm-based approach addresses the feasibility test of delivering real-time messages in wormhole-switched networks [Paper 7].

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Performance Analysis for On-Chip Networks

A. On-chip network performance analysis

Network-on-chip provides a structured communication platform for complex SoC integration. However, it aggravates the complexity of on-chip communication design. From the network perspective, there exists a huge design space to explore at the network, link and physical layers. In the network layer, we need to investigate topology, switching, routing and flow control. In the link layer, we can examine the impact of link capacity and link-level flow control schemes on performance. In the physical layer, we could inspect wiring, signaling, and robustness issues. Each of the design considerations (parameters) also has a number of options to consider. From the application perspective, the network should not only be customizable but also be scalable. To design an efficient and extensible on-chip network that suits a specific application or an application domain, performance analysis is a crucial
and heavy task. The impact of the design parameters at the different layers and the performance-cost tradeoffs among these parameters must be well-understood. The customization on optimality and extensibility can sometimes be in conflict with each other. For instance, a customized irregular topology may be optimal but not easy to scale. In addition, the analysis task is very much complicated because of the un-availability of domain-specific traffic models. Due to the separation between computation and communication, a communication platform may be designed in parallel with the design of computation. The concurrent development speeds up time-to-market, but leaves the development of the communication platform without sufficiently relevant traffic knowledge. Therefore we must be able to evaluate network architectures and analyze their communication performance with various communication patterns extensively so as to make the right design decisions and trade-offs. Once a network is constructed in hardware, it is difficult, time-consuming, and expensive to make changes if performance problems are encountered.

Design decisions include both architecture-level decisions such as topology, switching, and routing algorithm, and application-level decisions such as task-to-node mapping, task scheduling and synchronization etc. While evaluating network architectures and analyzing their performance, we can embed design decisions in experiments during the evaluation and analysis process. In turn, this helps to seek for optimal network and application constructions. Making design decisions is likely to be an iterative process. The feedback information in such a process includes functional and nonfunctional measures. Functional criteria are typically bandwidth, latency, jitter, and reliability, which can be broadly classified into quality-related metrics. Nonfunctional criteria are network utilization, area and power consumption, which are all cost-related.

B. Network performance analysis methods

We may classify network performance analysis methods (before prototyping and implementation) into three categories: simulation-based, algorithm-based and mathematics-based. Below, we give a brief account on them to the extent that is adequate for the introduction.

The simulation-based approach builds network and traffic models and then the network operation is simulated by loading the traffic into the network. The network models can be constructed in detail or in an abstract way. For example, a switch model can model all its functional components such as buffers, crossbar and control units in detail. Alternatively, a switch can only model the packet shuffling behavior without modeling each component. A switch may model the internal pipeline
stages, leading to a multiple-cycle model. Or it can be just a single-cycle model in which packet switching completes in one cycle. More abstractly, a network may be modeled without building detailed switch models. But the network behavior such as routing and arbitration is modeled so that the net effect of packet delivery such as delay and jitter is reflected in the results. In a simulation-based approach, both synthetic and realistic traffic models can be applied. Furthermore, it allows us to perform system-wide simulation where the interaction between the network and traffic sources/sinks may be captured and the performance-cost tradeoff is examined [103, 114]. The evaluation of the network performance is conducted after simulation statistics are collected. The simulation speed can be different depending on the modeling details [78].

The algorithm-based approach makes assumptions on network communication models. In the communication model, the network delivery characteristics and switch arbitration behavior are captured. Additional models may be created to reflect network contention. The network behavior can thus be approximated. Based on the models, an algorithm is then developed to conduct the performance evaluation without resorting to detailed simulation. An algorithm-based approach usually assumes that traffic has certain properties, for example, periodicity and independence. Examples using the algorithm-based approach can be found in [7, 40, 55, 69].

The mathematics-based approach builds mathematical models for network and traffic. The performance figures are calculated through formal derivation. For instance, two basic analytic tools for network performance evaluation are queuing theory and probability theory [28]. Queuing theory [36] is useful for analyzing a network in which packets spend much of their time waiting in queues. Probability theory is more useful in analyzing networks in which most contention time is due to blocking rather than queuing. Another example is the use of the network calculus [22, 23] to compute the end-to-end delivery bounds. The mathematics-based approach is most efficient but limited in capability. It can model many aspects of a network, but there are some situations that are simply too complex to express under the mathematical models. Besides, it often simplifies the real situations by making a number of approximations that may affect the accuracy of results.

The performance analysis methods, as described above, are not isolated. They can be used to validate against each other. To validate a model, we need to compare its results against known good data at a representative set of operating points and network configurations. They may be composed to take the advantages of each method. For instance, simulation and formal methods may be combined to speed up the simulation-based performance analysis [57].
C. A comparison of network performance analysis methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Com. model</td>
<td>Detailed/Abstracted</td>
<td>Simplified</td>
<td>Accurate/Simplified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Cycle-true/Behavior sim.</td>
<td>Run algorithms</td>
<td>Formal derivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution time</td>
<td>Slow/Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>High/Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High/Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Network performance analysis methods

All the performance analysis methods require building network and traffic models. They mainly differ in modeling details, efficiency, quality-of-result (accuracy) and capability. We compare the three methods in Table 3.1\(^1\). The simulation-based method can offer the highest accuracy but may be very time-consuming. Each simulation run can take considerable time and evaluates only a single network configuration, traffic pattern, and load point. It is difficult, if not impossible, to cover all the system states. Depending on the details simulated, runtime and accuracy trade off with each other. However, simulation, in contrast to emulation and implementation, is flexible and cheap. It can also model complex network designs for which mathematical or other analytical models are difficult to build. A simulation tool usually enables to explore the architectural design space and assess design quality regarding performance, cost, power and reliability etc. The algorithm-based scheme does not run network simulation, but the network behavior is captured in an algorithm. It is generally faster than simulation-based schemes, but only approximates the simulated results. The mathematical analysis [2, 35] is the most efficient one. It provides approximate performance numbers with a minimum amount of effort and gives insight into how different factors affect performance. It also allows an entire family of networks with varying parameters and configuration to be evaluated at once by deriving a set of equations that predict the performance of the entire family. The accuracy of results depends on the accuracy of the mathematical models for the traffic and network. It can be rough but gives an initial and quick estimation. A performance bound may be also tight enough.

\(^1\)Note that the qualitative assessments on run-time, accuracy and capability emphasize the differences between the methods. They are relative, and should not be considered absolute.
As simulation is most powerful, once it is verified, it is typically used to validate the algorithm-based and formalism-based approaches. In the next subsection, we outline current practices of NoC simulation.

3.1.2 Practices of NoC Simulation

NoC researchers have used general-purpose network simulators and NoC-specific simulators to simulate the network behavior. OPNET is a commercial network simulator used in [15, 133]. It provides a tool for hierarchical modeling and includes processes, network topology description and supports different traffic scenarios. However, to simulate an on-chip network, it has to be adapted by explicitly modeling synchronous operations and distribution [133]. OMNET is an open-source C++-based network simulation engine. It is used in [89] to validate a network contention model proposed in [69]. As with OPNET, additional modules are needed to model synchronous network operations in OMNET. Semla [125, 126] is a dedicated NoC simulator written in SystemC [20]. It implements five layers of the OSI seven-layer model (without the presentation and session layers), and is equipped with transaction-level primitives to communicate messages between application processes. The SystemC kernel provides the concurrent and synchronous operation semantics, thus a SystemC-based network simulator can take this advantage. In [8], a VHDL-based RTL model is created for evaluating power and performance of NoC architectures. It can model dynamic and leakage power at the system-level. The Orion [131] performance-power simulator models only the dynamic power consumption.

OCCN (On Chip Communication Network) [21] models on-chip network communication in SystemC using high-level modeling concepts such as transactions and channels. In [77], an on-chip communication network is treated as a communication processor to reflect servicing demands. The network is modeled using allocators, schedulers and synchronizers. The allocator decides the resource requirements such as bandwidth and buffers along a message’s path while minimizing resource conflict. The scheduler executes the message transfer accordingly, minimizing the resource occupation. The synchronizer performs synchronization according to dependencies among messages while allowing concurrency. In [32], network communication is defined as a multiport blackbox communication structure. A message can be transmitted from an arbitrary port to another but the actual implementation of the NoC may not be considered.

Next, we present our NoC simulation tool NNSE in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we present our algorithm-based network performance analysis, focusing on the fea-
sibility test of delivering real-time messages, i.e., whether their timing constraints can be met or not.

3.2 NNSE: Nostrum NoC Simulation Environment

3.2.1 Overview

NNSE stands for Nostrum NoC Simulation Environment in which Nostrum is the name of our NoC concept [81]. NNSE is aimed to be a tool for full NoC system simulation so that designers can use it to explore the architecture-level and application-level design space. Currently, it is capable of

- constructing network-based communication platforms [125],
- generating synthetic and semi-synthetic Traffic Patterns (TPs) [68],
- simulating the communication behavior with the various TPs [76], and
- mapping application tasks onto the platform [71].

The first three functions have been automated and the last function is so far a manual step. The automation is achieved through parameterizing network and synthetic traffic configurations. One can configure these parameters, recompile the program if the parameters are compile-time, and invoke simulations with the specified network and traffic configurations. This procedure can be conducted in a Graphical User Interface (GUI). With the GUI, the tool allows us to easily explore different network architectures and different traffic settings. Network architectures can thus be efficiently and extensively evaluated. In addition to using synthetic traffic, the manual application mapping creates realistic traffic scenarios in the communication platform. The evaluation may be iterative by applying the configured or created traffic on the configured networks, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The evaluation criteria can be performance, power and cost. The current version evaluates only the network performance in terms of packet latency, link utilization and throughput. Since it simulates the network behavior at the flit-level cycle-by-cycle, the performance estimates are accurate.

NNSE logically comprises a NoC simulation kernel [124, 125] wrapped with a GUI. The kernel is developed in SystemC and the GUI written in Python. Following the ISO’s OSI seven-layer model [135], the simulation kernel called Semla (Simulation EnvironMent for Layered Architecture) implements five of the seven layers except for the representation and session layers. The simulation tool presently
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Figure 3.1. Network evaluation

supports the configuration of the network and application layers in the GUI. The configuration of the application layer refers to the traffic configuration. In the GUI, all the network and traffic configurations can be stored and thus reusable. To facilitate data exchange, they are stored as eXtensible Markup Language (XML) files. The simulation results can be shown graphically or in a text format.

3.2.2 The Simulation Kernel

The simulation kernel Semla [124, 125] implements the five communication layers, namely, the physical layer (PL), the data link layer (LL), the network layer (NL), the transport layer (TL) and the application layer (AL). The upper three layers are shown in Figure 3.2, where TG/S stands for Traffic Generator/Sink, and Glue is the TL component which does packetization/packet-assembly, message queuing, multiplexing, de-multiplexing and so on.

Figure 3.2. The communication layers in Semla

The transport layer provides transaction-level communication primitives as an interface to enable communication via *channels* between application processes. A channel, similar to a SystemC channel [20], is a transaction-level modeling entity which allows simplex communication from a source process to a destination.
process. In Semla, a compact set of message passing primitives for using the best-effort service is defined and implemented:

- **int open_channel(int src_pid, int dst_pid):** it opens a simplex channel from a source process `src_pid` to a destination process `dst_pid`. The method returns a positive integer as a unique channel identity number `cid` upon successfully opening the channel. Otherwise, it returns a negative integer for various reasons of failure, such as invalid source and destination processes. The current implementation opens channels statically during compile time and the opened channels are never closed through simulation.

- **bool nb_write(int cid, void msg):** it writes `msg` to channel `cid`. The size of messages is finite. It returns the status of the write. The write is nonblocking.

- **bool nb_read(int cid, void *msg):** it reads channel `cid` and writes the received protocol data unit to the address starting at `msg`. It returns the status of the read. The read is nonblocking.

Application tasks use the set of communication primitives to communicate messages with each other. While mapping tasks onto the NoC platform, the network topology is visible. The communication part of the tasks must be written in or adapted to the communication primitives. The interaction between the tasks creates realistic workload in the platform, and the system behavior can be simulated.

Thanks to the layering, one can design and implement different structures and protocols in a layer without modifying other layers as long as one complies with the interfaces. For instance, Semla originally developed the network layer for deflection routing. In order to perform experiments on flit-admission and flit-ejection schemes in Chapter 2, the network layer for wormhole switching was developed and integrated into the simulator. The physical layer was skipped because the interest was on the flit-level not the phit-level activities. While the compilation and simulation were invoked, only the network layer entity was replaced while the upper layers remained the same.

### 3.2.3 Network Configuration

We parameterize a network according to topology, switching mode and routing algorithm. The network configuration is thus straightforward, as illustrated by the tree in Figure 3.3. The topology is for a 2D regular structure, which can be dimensioned along the number of nodes on the X axis, the number of nodes on the Y axis. The structure may be chosen from one of the options (mesh, torus, tree,
ring). The link connection may be simplex or duplex with different data width. The network parameters may be further elaborated resulting in the next level in the tree since each of them has a number of choices on its own. As can be seen, with the deflection scheme, different deflection policies may be chosen; with the wormhole scheme, the number and depth of virtual channels (VCs) may be specified.

3.2.4 Traffic Configuration

This subsection summarizes the research in Paper 5.

A. Traffic configuration approaches

Network evaluation typically employs application-driven and synthetic traffic [28]. Application-driven traffic models the network and its clients simultaneously. This is based on full system simulation and communication traces. Full system simulation requires building the client models. Application-driven traffic can be too cumbersome to develop and control. In NNSE, application-driven traffic is created by mapping application tasks onto the communication platform. Synthetic traffic captures the prominent aspects of the application-driven workload but can also be easily designed and manipulated. Because of this, synthetic traffic is widely used for network evaluation.

In NNSE, two types of traffic can be configured. One is purely synthetic traffic, the other application-oriented traffic. For synthetic traffic, we proposed a unified formal expression for both uniform and locality traffic. With this expression, we can control the locality of traffic distribution by setting locality factors for the traffic. The application-oriented traffic is semi-synthetic, which can be viewed as a
traffic type between application-driven traffic and synthetic traffic. It statically defines the spatial distribution of traffic on a per-channel basis according to application, and the temporal and size distributions of each channel may be synthetic or extracted from communication traces.

B. The traffic configuration tree

Traffic can be characterized and constructed via its distributions over three dimensions: spatial distribution, temporal characteristics, and message size specification. The spatial distribution defines the communication patterns between sources and destinations. The temporal characteristics describe the message generation probability over time. The size specification gives the length of generated messages. We use a traffic configuration tree to express the elements and their attributes in Figure 3.4.
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By the spatial distribution, traffic is broadly classified into two categories: traffic pattern and channel-by-channel traffic. In a traffic pattern, all the channels share the same temporal and size parameters. In contrast, channel-by-channel traffic consists of a set of channels, and each channel can define its own temporal and size parameters. The temporal distribution has a list of candidates such as constant rate (periodic), random rate, and normal rate etc. The size distribution has a list of choices such as uniform, random, and normal. As can be observed, these lists are just examples of possible distributions. Other useful distributions can be integrated into the tree with their associated parameters. According to the tree, configuring a traffic pattern is to select a set of parameters on the three axes. Note that the axes may not be independent. For instance, scale-invariant burstiness traffic and scale-variant burstiness (self-similar) traffic [100] involve the variation in the time scale...
and message size, thus requiring the synergy between the temporal distribution and the size distribution.

C. Representation of traffic patterns

As shown in Figure 3.4, the traffic patterns consist of uniform and locality traffic. They can be uniformly expressed in a formal representation.

We first define communication distribution probability $DP$ from node $i$ to node $j$ $DP_{i\rightarrow j}$ as the probability of distributing messages from node $i$ to node $j$ while node $i$ sends messages to the network. Suppose, there are $N$ nodes in the network, Equation 3.1 means that all messages from node $i$ are aimed to the $N$ destination nodes.

$$\sum_{j=1}^{N} DP_{i\rightarrow j} = 1 \quad (3.1)$$

Next, we relate $DP$ to the minimal distance between nodes. Let the shortest distance between a source node $i$ and a destination node $j$ be $d$, we define communication distribution probability $DP_{i\rightarrow j}$ as a relative probability to a common probability factor $P_c$ ($0 \leq P_c \leq 1$) in Equation 3.2.

$$DP_{i\rightarrow j} = coef(\alpha, d) \cdot P_c \quad (3.2)$$

$$where \ coef(\alpha, d) = 1 + \frac{\alpha}{d+1}$$

In the equation, $coef$ is the distribution coefficient and $\alpha$ called locality factor. Since $DP_{i\rightarrow j} \geq 0$, $\alpha \geq -(d + 1)$. Particularly when $\alpha = -(d + 1)$, $DP_{i\rightarrow j} = 0$; when $\alpha = 0$, $DP_{i\rightarrow j} = P_c$. Besides, when $-(d + 1) < \alpha < 0$, $DP_{i\rightarrow j}$ is proportional to distance $d$; When $\alpha > 0$, $DP_{i\rightarrow j}$ is inversely proportional to distance $d$. In addition, $\alpha(d)$ can be defined for each possible value of distance $d$.

Using the traffic expression, the locality of traffic distribution can be easily controlled by setting $\alpha(d)$ for each possible distance value $d$. For instance, if $\alpha(d) = -(d + 1)$, $coef(-(d + 1), d) = 0$ meaning that no traffic is generated between sources and destinations if their shortest distance is $d$; if $\alpha(0) = -1$ for $d = 0$, $coef(-1, 0) = 0$, meaning that no self-loop traffic is created. If we set “$\alpha(d) = 0$” for all possible values of $d$ in the network, their distribution coefficients $coef(0, d) = 1$. Then for any source node $i$, it has an equal probability to distribute traffic to any node $j$. In this case, the traffic distribution is independent of distance $d$, meaning that the traffic is uniform. After setting $\alpha(d)$, we can calculate $coef(\alpha, d)$ and $P_c$ using Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Then $DP(d)$ can be derived. An example of the calculation is given in Paper 5.
D. Channel-by-channel traffic

For the traffic patterns, we control the traffic generation and locality by setting a locality factor $\alpha$ for each possible distance $d$. Since one distance may cover a number of pairs of source and destination nodes, we avoid specifying the communication distribution probabilities for each source node to each and every possible destination node. For channel-by-channel traffic, as the name suggests, we set traffic parameters for each individual channel. The set of traffic parameters of a channel is $\{s_{\text{proc}}, d_{\text{proc}}, T, S\}$, where $s_{\text{proc}}$ represents the source process, $d_{\text{proc}}$ the destination process, $T$ its temporal characteristics, and $S$ its message size specification. For each channel, we can determine the source node for $s_{\text{proc}}$ and the destination node for $d_{\text{proc}}$ after the application task graph is mapped onto the network nodes. The temporal characteristics $T$ and the message size specification $S$ can be synthetically configured using the same set of options in the tree or approximated using analysis or communication traces [68].

Channel-by-channel traffic differs from the traffic patterns mainly in that the traffic’s spatial pattern is statically built on a per-channel basis according to an application task graph. Since the communication pattern in the task graph is captured, this type of traffic is used to construct application-oriented workloads.

3.2.5 An Evaluation Case Study

As a case study (Paper 6), we have evaluated deflection networks in NNSE [76]. A deflection-routed network (see Section 2.1 of Chapter 2) has three orthogonal characteristics: topology, routing algorithm and deflection policy. It is crucial to explore the alternatives of the three aspects since the decisions on these aspects may be hardwired and may not be dynamically configurable or too costly to permit dynamic configuration. Therefore identifying the significance of each factor and evaluating their alternatives play a vital role in the decision-making.

In the evaluation, we have considered 2D regular topologies such as mesh, torus and Manhattan Street Network, different routing algorithms such as random, dimension XY, delta XY and minimum deflection, as well as different deflection policies such as non-priority, weighted priority and straight-through policies [76]. Our results suggest that the performance of a deflection network is more sensitive to its topology than the other two parameters. It is less sensitive to its routing algorithm, but a routing algorithm should be minimal. A priority-based deflection policy that uses global and history-related criterion can achieve both better average-case and worst-case performance than a non-priority or priority policy that uses only local and stateless criterion. These findings are important since they can
3.3 Feasibility Analysis of On-Chip Messaging

This section summarizes the research in Paper 7.

3.3.1 Problem Description

As illustrated in Figure 3.5, NoC design starts with a system specification which can be expressed as a set of communicating tasks. The second step is to partition and map these tasks onto the resources of a NoC. With a mapping, application tasks running on these resources load the network with messages, and
impose timing constraints for delivering messages. The feasibility analysis is performed on the resulting NoC instance. Feasibility analysis could, on its own, cover a wide range of evaluation criteria such as performance, power and cost. In our context, we concentrate on the timely delivery of messages, which is essential for performance and predictability.

Following [110], we distinguish real-time and nonreal-time messages in on-chip networks. Messages with a deterministic performance bound, which must be delivered predictably even under worst case scenarios, are real-time (RT) messages. Messages with a probabilistic bound, which ask for an average response time, are nonreal-time messages. Our focus in the thesis is on the feasibility analysis of delivering RT messages in a wormhole-switched network. We follow the feasibility definition in [7]: Given a set of already scheduled messages, a message is termed feasible if its own timing property is satisfied irrespective of any arrival orders of the messages in the set, and it does not prevent any message in the set from meeting its timing property. We resort to an algorithm-based instead of simulation-based approach in the analysis to avoid cycle-by-cycle simulations. Since it is the network contention that makes the message delivery non-deterministic, we formulate a contention tree model that captures direct and indirect network contentions and reflects concurrency in link usage. Based on this model, we investigate message scheduling to estimate the worst-case performance for RT messages and develop an algorithm to conduct the feasibility analysis. The analysis returns the pass ratio, i.e., the percentage of feasible messages, and the network utilization of the feasible messages.

In the following, we first describe the contention tree model, message scheduling on a contention tree, and then the feasibility analysis flow.

### 3.3.2 The Network Contention Model

#### A. The real-time communication model

Wormhole switching divides a message into a number of flits for transmission\(^2\). During the delivery, it manages two types of resources, the lanes and the link bandwidth. Lanes are flit buffers organized into several independent FIFOs instead of a single FIFO. Lane allocation is made at the message level while link bandwidth is assigned at the flit level. In conventional wormhole switches, the shared lanes are arbitrated on First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS), and the shared link bandwidth are multiplexed by the lanes. Messages are not associated with a priority and they are equally treated. This model is fair and produces average-case performance results.

\(^2\)The effect of packetization is not considered here.
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It is suitable to deliver nonreal-time messages, which do not require guarantees. But, it can not directly support real-time messages because there is no promise that messages are delivered before deadlines. In order to enable guarantees, real-time messages must be served with other disciplines, for instance, priority-based arbitrations [62].

We assume a conventional wormhole switch architecture and a priority-based delivery model for RT messages. Special RT communication services generally require special architectural support which may potentially complicate the switch design. All messages are globally prioritized, and priority ties are resolved randomly. This model arbitrates shared lanes and link bandwidth on priority. The priority, which may be assigned according to rate, deadline or laxity [40, 62], takes a small number of flits. With this RT communication model, the worst-case latency \( T_{rt} \) of delivering a message of \( L \) flits is given by:

\[
T_{rt} = \left( L + L_{pri} \right) / B_{rt} + HR + \tau = T + \tau
\]  

(3.3)

where \( B_{rt} \) is the link bandwidth allocated to the RT message along its route; \( H \) is the number of hops from the source node to the destination node; \( R \) is the routing delay per hop; \( L_{pri} \) is the number of flits used to express the message priority. The routing delay \( R \) is assumed to be the same for head flits and body/tail flits. The first term counts for the transmission time of all the message flits; the sum of the first two terms is the non-contentional or base latency \( T \), which is the lower bound on \( T_{rt} \); the last term \( \tau \) is the worst-case blocking time due to network contention.

B. Network contention

To estimate the worst-case latency \( T_{rt} \) of an RT message \( M \), we have to estimate the worst-case blocking time \( \tau \). To this end, we first determine all the contentions the message may meet.

In flit-buffered networks, the flits of a message \( M_i \) are pipelined along its routing path. The message advances when it receives the link bandwidth along the path. The message may directly and/or indirectly contend with other messages for shared lanes and link bandwidth. \( M_i \) has a higher priority set \( S_i \) that consists of a direct contention set \( S_{Di} \) and an indirect contention set \( S_{Ii} \), \( S_i = S_{Di} + S_{Ii} \). \( S_{Di} \) includes the higher priority messages that share at least one link with \( M_i \). Messages in \( S_{Di} \) directly contend with \( M_i \). \( S_{Ii} \) includes the higher priority messages that do not share a link with \( M_i \), but share at least one link with a message in \( S_{Di} \), and \( S_{Ii} \cap S_{Di} = \emptyset \). Messages in \( S_{Ii} \) indirectly contend with \( M_i \). As an example, Fig. 3.6a shows a fraction of a network with four nodes and four messages. The messages \( M_1, M_2, M_3 \) and \( M_4 \) pass the links AB, BC, AB→BC→CD, and CD,
respectively. A lower message index denotes a higher priority. The message \( M_1 \) has the highest priority, thus \( S_1 = \emptyset \). For the message \( M_2 \), it directly contends with \( M_3 \), but it has a higher priority, thus \( S_2 = \emptyset \). The message \( M_3 \) has a higher priority message set \( S_3 = S_{D_3} = \{ M_1, M_2 \}, S_{I_3} = \emptyset \). For the message \( M_4 \), \( S_{D_4} = \{ M_3 \} \) and \( S_{I_4} = \{ M_1, M_2 \} \) because \( M_1 \) or \( M_2 \) may block \( M_3 \) which in turn blocks \( M_4 \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(a) } & M_1 \rightarrow M_2 \rightarrow M_3 \rightarrow D \quad \text{and} \quad M_2 \rightarrow M_3 \rightarrow M_4 \\
\text{(b) } & \text{Figure 3.6. Network contention and contention tree}
\end{align*}
\]

C. The contention tree

To capture both direct and indirect contentions and to reflect concurrent scheduling on disjoint links, we have formulated a contention tree model that is defined as a directed graph \( G : M \times E \). A message \( M_i \) is represented as a node \( M_i \) in the tree. An edge \( E_{ij}(i < j) \) directs from node \( M_i \) to node \( M_j \), representing the direct contention between \( M_i \) and \( M_j \). \( M_i \) is called parent, \( M_j \) child. Given a set \( n \) of RT messages, after mapping the messages to the target network, we can build a contention tree with the following three steps:

**Step 1.** Sort the message set in descending priority sequence with a chosen priority assignment policy.

**Step 2.** Determine the routing path for each of the messages.

**Step 3.** Construct a tree, starting with the highest priority message \( M_1 \), and then \( M_2 \ldots M_n \). If \( M_i \) shares at least one link with \( M_j \) where \( i < j \leq n \), an edge \( E_{ij} \) is created between them. Each node in the tree only maintains a list of its parent nodes.

In a contention tree, a direct contention is represented by a directed edge while an indirect contention is implied by a walk via parent node(s). A walk is a path following directed edges in the tree. The contention tree for Fig. 3.6a is shown in Fig. 3.6b, where the three direct contentions are represented by the three edges \( E_{13} \), \( E_{23} \) and \( E_{34} \), and the two indirect contentions for \( M_4 \) are implied by the two walks \( E_{13} \rightarrow E_{34} \) and \( E_{23} \rightarrow E_{34} \) via \( M_4 \)’s parent node \( M_3 \). Since determining the
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For adaptive routing, it is difficult to figure out the worst-case routing path.

D. Assumptions and simplifications

The estimation of latency bounds are based on messages’ schedules on links. A schedule is a timing sequence where a time slot is occupied by a message or left empty. The latency bound of a message is the earliest possible completion time for delivery under the worst case. Before introducing schedules of messages, we list the assumptions, limitations and simplifications as follows:

- The messages we consider are periodic and independent. There is no data dependency among messages so that each message can be periodically fired or activated, meaning that the messages are sent to the network and start to compete for shared resources, i.e., buffers and links.

- We focus on link contentions. Similarly to [7, 40], we assume that there is a sufficient number of Virtual Channels (VCs) so that priority inversion due to VC unavailability does not occur. Priority inversion happens when a message with a lower priority holds shared resources, leading to blocking messages with a higher priority. As discussed in [7, 40], this problem can be alleviated by packetization.

- In this communication model, messages are allocated with time slots depending on their priorities and contentions. Whenever there is a contention for a link, a message with a higher priority will be scheduled first. In addition, a higher priority message can preempt a lower priority message.

- The worst case is assumed to occur when all the messages are fired into the network at the same time.

- The bandwidth of a link is assumed to transmit one flit in one time slot. The routing delay per hop takes one time slot. We simplify the pipeline latency on links so that the flits of a message are available to compete all the link bandwidth along the message’s path simultaneously for the duration of its communication time. To explain this, we illustrate a message transmission in Figure 3.7, where $M_2$ passes through three hops (A, B, C) and two links (AB, BC). $M_2$ contains four flits (one head h flit, two body b flits and one tail t flit). It has a base latency of 7 ($1 \cdot 3 + 4$). If $M_2$ fires at time instant 0, by the assumption, it will compete for both links AB and BC from slot 1 to 7, i.e., for its entire base latency period.
- We assume that a message advances only if it simultaneously receives all the link bandwidth along its path. This means that the flits are delivered either concurrently via the links or blocked in place. As a result, a message competes for links only for its base latency period. It does not happen that a flit advances via a link while another flit is blocked in place. As shown in Figure 3.8, at time slot 3, the head flit \( h \) has advanced from node B to C but the first body flit \( b_1 \) is blocked in node A. As a consequence, the pipeline latency is increased by one slot. According to our assumption, this scenario in time slot 3 is avoided and thus not considered. Apparently, if flits are individually routed via links, the contention period may become larger than its base latency and unpredictable.

E. Scheduling on the contention tree: an example

Table 3.2 shows an example of message parameters for Fig. 3.6, where the priority is assigned by rate, and the deadline \( D \) equals period \( p \). The worst-case schedules for the three links are illustrated separately in Fig. 3.9a. Initially, all messages are fired. \( M_1 \) is allocated 7 slots on link AB. \( M_2 \) is allocated 3 slots on link BC. \( M_3 \) is blocked by \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \). \( M_4 \) is blocked by \( M_3 \). After \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) complete transmission, \( M_3 \) is allocated 3 slots concurrently on link AB, BC and CD. At time slot 10, \( M_1 \) fires again and holds slots \([11, 17]\) on link AB, preempting \( M_3 \). At time slot 15, \( M_2 \) fires the second time and holds slots \([16, 18]\) on link BC. After \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) complete their second transmission, \( M_3 \) continues its first transmission by holding slots \([19, 20]\). After \( M_3 \) finishes its first delivery, \( M_4 \) is allocated.
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Figure 3.8. Avoided flit-delivery scenario

Table 3.2. Message parameters and latency bounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Period $p$</th>
<th>Deadline $D$</th>
<th>Base latency $T$</th>
<th>Latency bound $T^{ret}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_1$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_3$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_4$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

slots $[21, 28]$ on link CD. $M_1$ starts its third round and holds slots $[21, 27]$ on link AB. Since the four messages have a Least Common Multiple (LCM) period of 30, the four messages are scheduled in the same way at each LCM period. From the schedules, we can find that the latency bounds for $M_1, M_2, M_3, M_4$ are 7, 3, 20, 28, respectively. Equivalently, the worst-case blocking times for the four messages are 0, 0, 15, 20. The latency bounds for the four messages are also listed in Table 3.2. We can see that all the four messages are feasible.

Looking into the schedules, we can observe that

1. $M_1$ and $M_2$ are scheduled in parallel. This concurrency is in fact reflected by the disjoint nodes in the tree. We call two nodes disjoint if no single walk can pass through both nodes. For instance, $M_1$ and $M_2$ in Fig. 3.6b are disjoint, therefore their schedules do not interfere with each other.
(2) $M_3$ is scheduled on the overlapped empty time slots $[8, 10]$ and $[19, 20]$ left after scheduling $M_1$ and $M_2$. This is implied in the tree where $M_3$ has two parents, $M_1$ and $M_2$. The contended slots $[1,7]$ and $[11,18]$ are occupied by $M_1$ or $M_2$. A contended slot is a time slot occupied by a higher priority message when the contention occurs. A contention occurs only when two competing messages are fired.

(3) $M_4$ is scheduled only after $M_3$ completes transmission at time 20. The indirect contentions from $M_1$ and $M_2$, which are reflected via slots $[1,7]$ and $[11,18]$, propagate via its parent node $M_3$. For $M_3$, these slots are directly contended.
slots. For \( M_4 \), they become indirectly contended slots.

The four message schedules are individually depicted in Fig. 3.9b. If the direction contention is not distinguished from the indirect contention as the lumped-link model [7] does, \( M_3 \) and \( M_4 \) would be considered infeasible since \( M_2 \) would occupy the slots \([8, 10]\) and \([18, 20]\), leaving only three slots \([28, 30]\) for \( M_3 \) and \( M_4 \). If the concurrent use of the two links, AB by \( M_1 \) and BC by \( M_2 \), was not properly captured as the blocking-dependency model [55] does, \( M_3 \) and \( M_4 \) would also be considered infeasible since \( M_2 \) would occupy the slots \([8, 10]\) and \([18, 20]\) before slot 30.

In a contention tree, all levels of indirect contentions propagate via the intermediate node(s). This is pessimistic since many of them are not likely to occur at the same time. Also, a lower priority message can actually use the link bandwidth if a competing message with a higher priority is blocked elsewhere.

The validation of the contention-tree model as well as the comparisons with other proposed contention models are provided in [89].

### 3.3.3 The Feasibility Test

#### A. The feasibility test algorithm

Based on the contention tree and priority-based message scheduling, each feasible message obtains a global schedule. A message schedule is based on its parents’ schedules. If a node has no parent or feasible parent, it is scheduled whenever it fires, thus it is always feasible. If a node has feasible parent(s), we must first mark the contended slots as occupied and then schedule the node.

![Figure 3.10. A three-node contention tree](image)

Note that a slot occupied by a higher priority message is not necessarily a contended slot. Consider the contention tree in Figure 3.10 where the three messages use the parameters in Table 3.2. The message schedules are depicted in Figure 3.11. \( M_1 \) has the highest priority and schedules whenever it fires. Consider the LCM period for the three messages, which is 30 in this case, \( M_1 \) fires three times and occupies slots \([1, 7]\), \([11, 17]\) and \([21, 27]\). \( M_2 \) fires twice at time 0 and 15.
Although the slots [10, 15] and [21, 27] are occupied by $M_1$, $M_1$ does not contend with $M_2$ during these time slots since $M_2$ is not fired or has already been scheduled. The directly contended slots with $M_1$ are slots [1, 7] and [16, 17], implying that $M_2$ can not be scheduled on these slots. Hence, $M_2$ schedules on slots [8, 10] and [18, 20]. $M_3$ fires once at time 0. The contended slots are [1, 7] (indirectly with $M_1$) and [8, 10] (directly with $M_2$). Hence, $M_3$ is scheduled on slots [11, 15]. In summary, a slot is regarded as a contended slot only if two conditions are true: (1) it is occupied by a higher-priority message; (2) competing messages must fire at the time slot. Particularly, for indirectly contended slots, the intermediate message(s) must also fire in order to pass the contention downwards; otherwise, the slots are not contended. As illustrated in Figure 3.11, for $M_3$, slots [11, 15] are occupied by $M_1$ but not contended slots, since $M_2$ are not fired during these slots. Therefore $M_3$ is scheduled on these slots.

The indirect contentions propagate via parent nodes. Disjoint nodes are scheduled concurrently. If a node $M$ has $k$ feasible parents, $M$ can only be scheduled on the overlapped empty or free (non-contended) slots of the $k$ parents’ schedules. The feasibility of a message can be determined by comparing the number $N$ of empty slots available for scheduling $M$ with its non-contentional or base latency $T$. We distinguish messages with a deadline constraint $D$ or a jitter constraint $J$. For a deadline constrained message, its latency bound $T^{rt}$ must satisfy $T^{rt} \leq D$; For a jitter constrained message, its latency bound $T^{rt}$ must satisfy $D - J \leq T^{rt} \leq D$. For a message $M$ with a base latency $T$, we denote that the number of available slots for scheduling $M$ before its jitter range $D - J$ and before its deadline $D$ is $N_J$ and $N_D$, respectively. If $M$ is deadline-constrained and $T \leq N_D$, $M$ is feasible (feasible($M$)=1); otherwise, $M$ is infeasible (feasible($M$)=0). If $M$ is jitter-constrained and $N_J \leq T \leq N_D$, $M$ is feasible; otherwise, $M$ is infeasible.
Algorithm 1 Contention-Tree-based Feasibility Test for Real-Time Messages

**Input:** A sorted set of $n$ messages and a contention tree for the messages;

**Output:** Feasible($M_i$) = 1/0, for $i = 1, 2, \cdots n$;

1. Find the LCM for the periods of all $n$ messages;
2. For a message $M_i$, initially $i = 1$, do {
3. Feasible($M_i$) = 0;
4. find $M_i$'s feasible parent(s) $F_P$;
5. if $F_P = \emptyset$
6. fire $M_i$ and schedule it to the length of LCM; Feasible($M_i$) = 1;
7. else
8. do {
9. fire $M_i$ once;
10. mark $M_i$'s contended slots as occupied and the rest as empty within $M_i$'s deadline $D_i$;
11. compute the length $N_{J_i}$ and $N_{D_i}$, which are the overlapped empty slots on $F_P$'s schedules within $M_i$'s jitter range $D_i - J_i$ and deadline $D_i$, respectively;
12. if ($M_i$ is jitter-constrained and $N_{J_i} \leq T_i \leq N_{D_i}$)
13. or ($M_i$ is deadline-constrained and $T_i \leq N_{D_i}$), Feasible($M_i$) = 1;
14. and schedule $M_i$ on these free time slots;
15. } while ($M_i$ fires not reaching LCM) and (Feasible($M_i$) = 1);
16. $i = i + 1$;
} while ($i <= n$);

We formulate this contention-tree-based feasibility test in Algorithm 1. The input to the algorithm is a sorted set of messages with parameters and constraints, and a contention tree for these messages. The output is the feasibility for each of the $n$ messages, either *pass* (feasible, Feasible($M_i$) = 1) or *miss* (infeasible, Feasible($M_i$) = 0). After obtaining the feasible messages, we can further estimate the link utilization of the feasible messages. Finding the LCM of the messages' periods is the necessary and sufficient condition in order to terminate the algorithm since the rest of a feasible schedule can be repeated after the LCM.

**B. The feasibility analysis flow**

Using the feasibility test, we can efficiently conduct feasibility analysis by exploring the application-level, partitioning/mapping-stage and architecture-level design
space. Figure 3.12 shows a feasibility analysis flow. First, we partition the tasks and then characterize the messages from the application task graph. Then we build a contention tree. Since the contention tree is affected by several design decisions such as task partitioning, priority policy, message mapping strategy and the routing algorithm etc., we can build different contention trees by exploring these possibilities. After creating a contention tree, the feasibility test algorithm can perform the analysis. The outcome of the test is the pass ratio and network utilization of feasible messages. These two measures may serve as the criteria to calibrate the design decisions. Clearly, this procedure is iterative until satisfaction.
3.4 Future Work

NNSE has been demonstrated in the University Booth EDA (Electronic Design Automation) Tool Program of DATE 2005 [73]. After publicity, it has been requested for research use by a number of NoC research groups in Europe, U.S.A. and Asia. In the future, we plan to improve it in the following directions:

- **Parameterize more layers**: Current tunable parameters include topology, routing, and switching schemes. Each of the parameters may be extended with more options. These are all network-layer parameters. In NNSE, the layered structure allows us to orthogonally consider other layers’ parameters. In the physical layer, we can build wire, noise and signaling models to examine the reliability and robustness issues. We may consider the link layer parameters such as the link capacity, link-level flow control schemes etc. The upper layer like the transport layer allows us to investigate buffer dimensioning and buffer sharing schemes, as well as end-to-end flow control methods.

- **Configure dependent traffic**: We have so far configured independent traffic, both synthetic and semi-synthetic. This means that traffic from different channels is independent from each other. This is easy to control and generate, but realistic traffic exhibits dependency and correlation. The way to generate traffic with various dependencies such as data, control, time, causality etc. is worth investigating. For example, traffic with the requirement of lip-synchronization shows correlated delivery requirements on video and audio traffic streams.

- **Support Quality-of-Service (QoS)**: This requires the implementation of QoS in the communication platform, and accordingly QoS generators and sinks. Monitoring service may be necessary to collect statistics on whether the performance constraints of a traffic stream have been satisfied or not.

- **Integrate application mapping**: A tool that only explores communication performance is not sufficient. System performance is the result of interactive involvement of both communication and computation. Therefore, supporting application-mapping onto NoC platforms is surely desirable. To this end, we need to build and/or integrate resources models for cores, memories and I/O modules.

- **Incorporate power estimation**: As power is as sensible as performance for a quality SoC/NoC product, NNSE should incorporate the estimation of power...
consumption so that the performance and power tradeoffs can be better investigated and understood.

Extending further the traffic generation for performance evaluation ends up with benchmarking different on-chip networks. The diverse NoC proposals necessitate standard sets of NoC benchmarks and associated evaluation methods to fairly compare them.
Chapter 4

NoC Communication Refinement

This chapter presents our NoC communication refinement approach [Paper 8, 9]. We start with a system model specified in the synchronous model of computation. Through a top-down procedure, we refine the communication in the system model into NoC communication via the communication interface of a NoC platform.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Electronic System Level (ESL) Design

The rapid advancement of technology constantly fuels the SoC revolution [79]. As we mentioned previously, the state-of-the-art SoC design methodologies cannot sufficiently exploit the abundant transistor capacity. An on-going trend to shrink the productivity gap is Electronic System Level (ESL) design. This trend is mixed with the platform-based design concept [54] and the promotion of using formal models for system specification and verification.

Traditional Register Transfer Level (RTL) for hardware design, which was introduced in the 90s, allows synthesized standard cell design. A synthesizable RTL description is presently often the starting point for an ASIC/FPGA design flow. The design productivity cannot keep pace with the exponential expansion of the number of transistors on a chip. Traditional C-based design for embedded software development shows even slower enhancement in design productivity. To shrink the gap between the design capability and the chip capacity, raising the design abstraction-level is an essential step forward. The current activities in Electronic System Level (ESL) [29] is consistent with this direction. The ITRS [46] defined ESL to be a
level above RTL, that consists of “a behavioral (before hardware/software partitioning) and architectural level (after)”. The ESL raises the abstraction level in which systems are expressed. A system-level design allows larger function-architecture co-exploration [63], which is more than traditional hardware-software codesign. The final implementation can benefit in performance and cost. Using system-level models, hardware and software design can be developed in parallel. This breaks the sequential flow of hardware-first-software-second, thus compressing the design cycle. Besides, the benefits of ESL include enabling new levels of design reuse and offering design chain integration across tool flows and abstraction levels. Using formal models is also advocated for system-level design [54, 116, 118]. As noted in [54], using formal models and transformations in system design is promoted so that verification and synthesis can be applied to advantage in the design methodology. Verification, which is a key design activity, is effective if complexity is handled by formalization, abstraction and decomposition. Besides, the concept of synthesis can be applied only if the precise mathematical meaning of a system specification is defined.

A formal model is associated with Models of Computation (MoCs). As defined in [118], a MoC refers to mathematical models that specify the semantics of computation and of concurrency. Loosely defined, MoC specifies the operational semantics governing how processes interact with each other. There are a variety of MoCs that exist for embedded system design, such as finite state machines [39], Petri nets [86], Kahn process networks [51], and synchronous models [11, 12] etc. A comprehensive digest of the various models can be found in [31, 118]. The tagged-signal model [59] defines a denotational, semantic framework of signals and processes within which models of computation can be studied and compared. In [48], a formal classification and description of these models is presented comprehensively. Essentially, how time and concurrency are expressed distinguishes one MoC from another.

### 4.1.2 Communication Refinement

Communication refinement is a key step in a system-level design approach. It is a top-down process of synthesizing abstract communication in the system model into concrete communication in the system implementation architecture [31, 54]. Abstraction defines the type of information present in a model. Unlike hierarchy, abstraction is not concerned with the amount of information visible, but with the semantic principles of a model. In general, the movement from high to low abstraction levels involves a decision-making process. By making design decisions and increasing information about implementation details, we replace more abstract
models with less abstract models, until the system is manufacturable. Through the refinement process, system properties and application constraints must be incorporated and satisfied.

Communication refinement may be conducted in the functional domain or in the implementation domain and usually comprises well-defined steps. A system model, after steps of refinement, is derived into a refined model. The three key issues for refinement are correctness, constraint and property satisfaction and efficiency. As the refined model is an elaborate version of the original model, they must be functionally equivalent. This is achieved by preserving semantics during refinement, i.e., a refinement step should not introduce semantic deviation. The second requirement means that the refined, correct model must satisfy design constraints for performance and ensure properties to achieve design objectives. The third one here refers to resource consumption in the system implementation architecture. It can be very specific, depending on whether our application is aimed for low power or low cost.

In the NoC case, the communication architecture is preferably predefined as a platform and the Application Level Interface (ALI), which provides primitives for inter-process communication, is the only way to access the communication services. The NoC communication refinement is therefore to refine the abstract communication in a system specification onto the NoC platform via the ALI. We have proposed a three-step top-down procedure to refine the communication of a system model specified in the synchronous MoC into NoC communication. Before we present the refinement steps, we introduce the synchronous MoC.

4.1.3 Synchronous Model of Computation (MoC)

A. Synchronous modeling paradigm

The synchronous modeling paradigm [11, 12] is based on an elegant and simple mathematical model, which has been shown successful and is the ground of synchronous languages [38] such as Esterel, Signal, Argos and Lustre. The basis is the perfect synchrony hypothesis, i.e., both computation and communication take non-observable time. The critical requirement from specification to implementation is that the implementation has to be fast enough both in communication and computation. This means that the implementation phase has to take worst-case into account. Synchronous MoC was initially introduced for reactive and safety-critical embedded control systems where reasoning about the functional correctness is supreme. It has to verify that at each tick over time the system works properly.
In a synchronous MoC, a system is modeled as a set of fully concurrent communicating processes via signals. Processes use ideal data types and assume infinite buffers. By following the tagged-signal model [59], a signal can be defined as a set of ordered events, with each event taking a value and a tag. The value is the informative data to be communicated, and the tag indicates a time slot. This means that each event is conceptually and explicitly accompanied by a time slot to convey data. If the data contains a useful value, the event is present and called a token; otherwise, the event is absent and modeled as a $\perp$ representing a clock tick. With the introduction of $\perp$, multi-rate systems can be modeled since every $n$th event in one signal aligns with the events in another. A synchronous MoC is a timed MoC where events are globally and totally ordered. Each signal can be related to the time slots of another signal in an unambiguous way. The output events of a process occur in the same time slot as the corresponding input events. Moreover, they are instantaneously distributed in the entire system and are available to all other processes in the same slot. Receiving processes in turn consume the events and emit output events again in the same time slot. Processes can thus be viewed as communicating events via an ideal channel, which is delay-free. In addition, the ideal channel is buffer-less and has unlimited bandwidth because any type of event values passes through it instantaneously. This communication channel is in contrast to that of other MoCs. For example, the Kahn and dataflow process networks [58] assume unbounded FIFO channels between actors (processes).

Two events are synchronous if they have the same tag. Two signals are synchronous if each event in one signal synchronous with an event in the other signal and vice versa. A process is synchronous if every signal of the process is synchronous with every other signal of the process. A system is synchronous if all processes are synchronous locally and globally (synchronous with each other). A system specified in the synchronous paradigm is a synchronous system. For feedback loops, the perfect synchrony leads to cyclic dependency between an input signal and an output signal. If such cyclic communication is allowed in system behavior, some mechanism must be used to resolve it. One possibility is to introduce a delay in the output signal. Another possibility is to use fixed-point semantics, where the system behavior is defined as a set of events that satisfy all processes. The third possibility is to leave the results undefined, resulting in nondeterminism or infinite computation within one tick. If only one precise result is defined for a feedback loop using the delayed time tag, a synchronous model is determin-

---

1 In Paper 9, we used $\bot$ (pronounced “bottom”) to represent absent. Since $\perp$ has been used in dataflow process networks to represent don’t-care [58], we later used $\sqcup$ in Paper 8 to represent absent in order to distinguish it from $\bot$. This notation is also consistent with [48].
istic, i.e., given the same input sequence of events, it generates the same output sequences of events.

B. The ForSyDe methodology

ForSyDe stands for FORmal SYstem DEsign. It is a system-level design methodology for SoC applications developed in the Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden. The ForSyDe methodology [116] is based on the synchronous MoC. It uses process constructors to cleanly separate communication from computation. Communication is captured by the process constructors and computation by the function of the processes. It employs transformations in the functional domain to refine a system model into a less-abstract model optimized for implementation [115, 117]. The transformations, which are conducted step by step, can be either semantic-preserving or a design decision. Semantic-preserving transformations are correct by construction while design decision is not. But, formal verification of design decisions is possible by defining an appropriate notion of equivalence [108]. After refinement, the refined model is partitioned into hardware and software and mapped onto the implementation architecture [70]. In ForSyDe, the zero-delay feedback is forbidden. A delay is introduced in the feedback loop. ForSyDe uses the functional language Haskell [127] to express its system models. The models are executable.

Our refinement approach has been conducted in the ForSyDe framework in order to experiment and validate our concepts with executable models, but our refinement approach applies also to a general synchronous model.

C. Modeling NoC applications with the synchronous MoC

The reason to start our refinement from a synchronous model is two fold. One is to adopt a formal MoC for the specification of system function. A synchronous model is formal and purely functional. This highest abstraction level leaves the greatest design space to explore, and the advantage of formalism can be used for well-defined refinement, synthesis and verification. The second reason lies in the appropriateness of the synchronous MoC. To model a NoC application, one can ask which MoC is more appropriate? In general the answer depends on which kind of NoC applications to be designed. Considering the strength and weakness of various MoCs, most probably there is no such a one-size-fits-all MoC but different MoCs find their own roles for different applications. However, as the days of cheap communication are gone, expressing communication in a system specification is necessary. A model for a NoC application has to capture communication
properly. Besides, as NoC is a concurrent-processing platform, capturing concurrency in the system model is also necessary. We believe that the synchronous MoC is a good candidate to specify some NoC applications because it captures concurrent computation and communication, and explicitly expresses them in the simplest form possible.

In the following, we first formulate and analyze the communication refinement problem in order to identify the exact sub-problems to be addressed, and then we summarize our solutions presented in Papers 8 and 9.

4.2 The Communication Refinement Approach

4.2.1 Problem Description and Analysis

Our task is to refine synchronous communication into on-chip communication. Specifically, the problem can be formulated as follows: Given is a synchronous system model, refine the system communication onto a network-based communication platform. During the refinement, design constraints should be satisfied and the network should be efficiently utilized.

A synchronous model provides globally synchronous, concurrent and instant communication for inter-process communication. The properties of synchronous communication can be summarized as follows:

- **Global synchrony**: There is logically a global clock triggering the consumption and generation of events. Since computation takes non-observable time, input and output events are distributed synchronously in each and every tick.

- **Instancy**: Events pass via an ideal communication channel. The channel provides zero-delay (instantaneous), unlimited bandwidth, ordered, and lossless delivery. The unlimited bandwidth is due to that a signal can have a value type of any kind, such as any primitive and compound types, demanding an arbitrary communication bandwidth. Consequently, if an output signal of a process is connected to an input signal of another process (as long as they have the same value type), the two signals are identical. Thus we can use a single signal to represent both. Together with the global synchrony, ideal channels maintain a global event order.

- **Full-scale concurrency**: In the topology of a process network, all events are communicated in parallel. Each communication channel is point-to-point
and dedicated. No serialization on the use of the channels is necessary. Full-scale communication concurrency makes the full-scale process computation concurrency possible because input events are available each tick and processes can evaluate the input events and generate output events each tick.

![Diagram of communication elements](image)

**Figure 4.1.** Computation and communication elements

The computation elements in the specification domain are *processes*, which produce and/or consume events. The communication elements are *signals*, which are ordered sequences of events, and conceptually *ideal channels*. We illustrate these elements with two processes, $P_1$ and $P_2$, in Figure 4.1a.

In the implementation domain, NoC has a very different communication model and associated properties. We consider a message-passing NoC platform where each core has its own local memory. As we discussed in Chapter 1, NoC communication can be represented using the layered and interfaced model. The inter-process communication is offered by the Application-Level Interface (ALI). The application processes use communication primitives such as `open_channel()`, `read()` and `write()` to communicate messages. Logically we can view that process-to-process communication is conducted through a dedicated, point-to-point *service channel*. The service is mapped directly to an underlying network communication service. We simplify the consideration of the session/transport layer, which performs packetization/de-packetization, interleaving for using shared buffers and bandwidth, and re-ordering for maintaining the message causality, if necessary. We assume that the net effect of the session/transport layer is the addition of delay.
and in-order message delivery. This delay contributes to the delay in the service channel model.

The service-channel communication model differs drastically from the synchronous communication model.

- **Multiple clock domain communication:** There is no a global clock triggering system computation and communication. Instead the cores and the network reside in different clock domains. We assume that the network itself is clocked by a single clock, which has the same phase as the core clocks. The core frequencies can be different from each other. The communication behavior of the cores and network can be modeled in their own clock domains following the synchronous model. But the cross-domain time structures must be arbitrated.

- **Bandwidth-limited and delay-variant channel:** Although we can abstract the inter-process communication as logically a point-to-point service channel at the application layer, these channels share physical communication resources such as buffers and links in the session/transport and network layers. The service channel has a capacity limitation and in general introduces delay and delay variation (jitter). It provides in-order message delivery within a service channel, but there is no message ordering between service channels.

- **Conditional concurrency:** As a service channel is bandwidth-limited, it is impossible to send and receive arbitrary amount of data (any kind of data structure) within a fixed-length time window. The communication concurrency is restricted by available bandwidth. This limitation leads to conditional computation concurrency, i.e., computation concurrency is communication dependent.

In the implementation domain, we must introduce a communication process in order to glue a signal to a service channel. The communication elements in the implementation domain are communication processes, streams and service channels. Streams are ordered sequences of messages. The elementary communication processes either generate messages by consuming events or produce events by consuming messages. Service channels are where the streams are transported. The computation processes must be stallable if the required input tokens for computation are not available. We illustrate the three communication elements with the two computation processes, \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), in Figure 4.1b.
As we can observe from the above analysis, the ideal communication in the synchronous model does not exist at all in the implementation domain. The immediate questions to answer while refining the synchronous communication into NoC communication are:

- How to compromise global synchrony into multiple-clock synchrony?
- How to refine ideal communication into shared communication?
- How to refine fully concurrent computation and communication into conditionally concurrent computation and communication?
- How to satisfy performance constraints and communication properties?
- How to make a good utilization of network resources during the refinement?

These questions may not be addressed in isolation because they are inherently correlated. For example, refining ideal communication into shared communication results in reducing the concurrency level in the system model. Throughout the communication refinement, the system behavior cannot be changed. Maintaining the correct system behavior during the refinement is the first concern because of the violation of the ideal communication assumption in the implementation domain. This task is burdened with the requirements of satisfying constraints such as processing $n$ samples/second and of not over-dimensioning the underlying network.

### 4.2.2 Refinement Overview

In Papers 8 and 9, we have proposed a three-step approach for the NoC communication refinement problem. Paper 8 mainly focuses on refinement for correctness and Paper 9 for performance and efficiency. In this section, we unify the concepts presented in the two papers in order to give a coherent view of the proposed communication refinement approach.

Our refinement approach consists of three steps, namely, channel refinement, process refinement and communication mapping, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Step 1. Channel refinement (Section 4.2.3): An ideal channel is refined into a service channel. The service channel models the characteristics of the underlying network communication service. We also model the interfaces between different clock domains assuming that the network resides in a clock domain different from cores.
Step 2. Process refinement (Section 4.2.4): In the specification model, a process may be viewed as only performing functionality since communication is ideal (unlimited bandwidth and zero-delay). This will not be the case once the ideal channel is replaced by a service channel. To reuse the original computational process, we leave it untouched. But we need to encapsulate the process with a communication process. This communication process (a) interfaces with the service channel; (b) fulfills the computation synchronization requirement of the process, which we call process synchronization property. This synchronization property must be consistent during the refinement. With the introduction of the service channel, the process cannot fire automatically with the clock. Instead, it requires additionally a synchronization ready signal from the communication process to control its execution; (c) satisfies communication property and performance constraints by refining communication protocols, for example, performing end-to-end flow control for reliability and overlapping computation with communication to hide the communication latency; (d) deals with feedback loops, if any. A zero-delay feedback loop is resolved by introducing an initial delay in the
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Step 3. Communication mapping (Section 4.2.5): After the above two steps, we obtain a refined model. To further optimize for the use of shared network resources, two or multiple service channels (a) may be converged to share one implementation channel and (b) may be merged into one service channel so as to use one implementation channel. After the optimization, we move from the functional domain to the implementation domain. With a process-to-core mapping plan, we map the service channels and the communication processes in the refined and optimized model onto the NoC platform.

In Step 1, ideal channels are replaced by service channels, which involve multiple clock-domain communication. We use communication processes in Step 2a and Step 2b to refine the ideal communication into shared communication and to refine full-scale concurrency into conditional concurrency. Particularly, we have focused on Step 2b of synchronization consistency, which is proposed for correctness. Step 2c aims to satisfy communication property and performance requirements by communication protocol refinement. Step 2d deals with the feedback problem. It aims also to enhance system performance. In Step 3a and Step 3b, we consider channel-convergence and channel-merge to make efficient use of network resources. In summary, we have taken into account correctness, performance as well as resource utilization during the refinement.

4.2.3 Channel Refinement

A. The clock-domain interface

A synchronous model is very simplified in the sense that a single clock drives the system computation and communication. We assume that NoC communication is partitioned into multiple clock domains. While each clock domain is synchronous, the time structures of cross-domain communications have to be correctly arbitrated. Our assumption is that the cores and the network have their own clock domains. In addition, we assume that all clock phases are aligned.

To refine a single clock domain into multiple clock domains, we introduce clock sub-domains into the system’s main domain. Each sub-domain is modeled synchronously, and a clock domain interface arbitrates the time structures of different clock domains. Introducing a synchronous sub-domain into the system model
was presented in [115] where the event rate of the sub-domain is $\frac{1}{n}$ (n is a positive integer) of the main domain. The main domain is interfaced to the sub-domain by a single down-sampling process $P_{dn}(n)$. The sub-domain is interfaced back to the main domain by a single up-sampling process $P_{up}(n)$. We extend this work by considering a generic domain interface that connects a clock domain with event rate $f_1$ to another clock domain with event rate $f_2$. The simplest form of the fraction $\frac{f_1}{f_2}$ is $\frac{m}{n}$, where $m$ and $n$ are coprime.

The generic interface from domain $f_1$ to domain $f_2$ is constructed by using two processes as $I_{f_1 \rightarrow f_2} = P_{dn}(m) \circ P_{up}(n)$, where $\circ$ is the composition operator. The processes, $P_{up}(n)$ and $P_{dn}(m)$, are formally defined as follows:

$$P_{up}(n)(\{x_1, x_2, \ldots\}) = \{\perp, \ldots, \perp, x_1, \perp, \ldots, \perp, x_2, \ldots\}$$

$$P_{dn}(m)(\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m, x_{m+1}, \perp, \ldots, \perp\}) = \{x_m, x_{m+1}, \ldots\}$$

The up-sampling process $P_{up}(n)$ samples out $n$ times of the input events, and does not result in event loss. The down-sampling process $P_{dn}(m)$ samples out $\frac{1}{m}$ times of the input events. At each down-sampling cycle, $m - 1$ events are discarded and only the last token (non-absent value) is kept. The interface first does up-sampling and then down-sampling. If $f_1 \leq f_2$, no event drops, hence no token is lost. If $f_1 > f_2$, events are cyclically dropped. But this may or may not lead to the loss of tokens because the token rate may be less than the event rate. To guarantee that there is no data loss at the clock domain interface, the token rate of domain $f_1$ can not be faster than the event rate of domain $f_2$. This is to say, that a producer in domain $f_1$ can not use bandwidth (by generating tokens) more than the consumer domain’s capacity. In our further analysis, we assume that this condition is satisfied and there is no data loss at the clock domain interfaces.

B. The service channel model

As we mentioned previously in the analysis, we consider a generic service channel that provides inter-process communication using message passing. In our context, we are interested in that different processes are distributed in different cores. Thus, an inter-process communication corresponds to an inter-core communication. Such kind of communication involves the session/transport layer and the network layer. As having discussed previously, we focus on the network services and simplify the session/transport layer effects.

A service channel is logically a simplex point-to-point channel, offering in-order, lossless and bounded-in-time communication between two end-processes. A
service channel is mapped to a communication service in the underlying network. A basic distinction of network services is the guaranteed service and best-effort service. The guaranteed service requires the establishment of a virtual circuit before data transmission can start. Once a virtual circuit is set up, the message delivery is bounded in time. The best-effort service delivers messages as fast as possible. As long as the network does not drop packets and is free from deadlock and livelock, the delivery completion property is honored. Since no resources are pre-allocated, there is no guarantee on a delivery bound in general. This nondeterminism is due to that message delivery experiences dynamic contentions in the network. However, if such a bound does not exist, further analysis may be meaningless since the system performance becomes unpredictable. Therefore we assume that the best-effort service provides a delivery bound, but with an additional condition. The condition can be that the processes (the network clients) and the network interact on a contract basis. Processes inject traffic into the network in a controlled manner according to a traffic specification. Such a traffic specification may conform to, for example, the regulated \((\sigma, \rho)\) flow model \([22, 23]\). The network performs a disciplined arbitration on resource sharing. In this way, the network saturation is avoided and the delivery bound can be derived. But, in our current analysis, this regulated traffic admission as well as traffic discipline has not been modeled. Instead we have assumed that such a scheme exists and even the best-effort network service can guarantee the bounded-in-time delivery.

With this assumption, we concentrate on considering the net effect of message delivery, i.e., the delay and its variation (jitter) by resorting to a stochastic approach. Formally, we develop a unicast service channel as a point-to-point \(stochastic\) channel: given an input stream of messages \(\{m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n\}\) to the service channel, the output stream is \(\{d_1, m_1, d_2, m_2, \ldots, d_n, m_n\}\), where \(d_i\) denotes the delay of \(m_i\) \((i \in [1, n])\), which may be expressed as the number of absent (\(\sqcup\)) values and is subject to a distribution with a minimum \(d_{\min}\) and maximum \(d_{\max}\) value. The actual distribution, which may differ from channel to channel, is irrelevant here. We do not make any further assumptions about this. If \(d_i = k\) \((k\) is a positive integer), it means that there are \(k\) absent values between \(m_{i-1}\) and \(m_i\). We can identify two important properties of the generic service channel: (1) \(d_i\) may be varying; (2) \(d_i\) is bounded. This behavior is purely viewed from the perspective of application processes and the implementation details are hidden.

Together with clock-domain interfaces, a service channel provides transparent communication for processes in different clock domains. Since the effect of clock-domain interfaces can be modeled by the delay distribution in a service channel, we do not explicitly consider them further.
4.2.4 Process Refinement

A. Interfacing with a service channel

Once an ideal channel is replaced by a service channel, the original process cannot be directly connected to the service channel because a service channel uses a different data unit, message, and has limited bandwidth. A communication process must be introduced as an interface to connect the original process with the service channel. This communication process implements necessary data conversion and handshake-like control functionality, detailed as follows:

- **Data conversion**: The input/output data type of a service channel is a message that is of a bounded size. But a signal in the specification assumes an ideal data type, whose length is finite but arbitrary, e.g., a 32/64-bit integer, a 64-bit floating point or a user-defined 512-bit record type. Matching the data types requires data conversion, such as decomposition and composition.

- **Bandwidth-regulated control**: The service channel has limited bandwidth while a signal uses unlimited resources. The sending and receiving of messages using the service channel is subject to the available bandwidth. A control function is needed in the communication process to co-ordinate the message sending and receiving.

These adaptations are achieved by writer and reader processes. Specifically, to interface with the service channel, a producer needs to be wrapped with a writer, a consumer with a reader. As shown in Figure 4.1, $P_1$ is a producer and $P_2$ a consumer. $C_1$ implements the writer function and $C_2$ the reader function.

B. Synchronization consistency

Replacing the ideal channel (zero delay and unlimited bandwidth) with a stochastic channel (varying delay and limited bandwidth) leads to the violation of the synchrony hypothesis. Consequently, two synchronous events in the specification model may not have the same time tag any more because they may experience different delays in the service channels. Two synchronous signals in the specification model may no longer be synchronous. Furthermore, the synchronous system becomes globally asynchronous. This leads to possible behavior deviation from the specification. The entire system may not function properly. Correctness becomes the first issue to address in refinement.

We restrict our discussions to continuous processes [48]. Informally, we say a process continuous if, given partial input events, it generates partial output events.
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In addition, adding more input events, more output events are generated but it will not affect the previously generated results. For a continuous process to work correctly, two conditions for delivering its input signals must be satisfied: (1) the event order of each signal must be maintained; (2) the synchronization requirement on the input events, called process synchronization property, must be satisfied before the process can fire. In the synchronous model, events are delivered in order and fully concurrent, the two conditions are satisfied cycle by cycle. However, with the NoC service channel model, the first condition is met but the second is not guaranteed. Our objective is to satisfy the process synchronization property, i.e., to maintain synchronization consistency. Our approach is to refine the system-level global synchronization into process-level local synchronization. We first classify the process synchronization properties and then use synchronizers to achieve synchronization consistency during refinement.

The synchronization in the system model requires all signals are synchronous and all processes are synchronous. This might over-specify the whole system, limiting implementation alternatives. We derive the synchronization property of a process according to its evaluation conditions. This is similar to firing rules that are used to discuss dataflow processes in [58]. By using evaluation conditions, we are able to decouple local computation synchrony from global computation synchrony. In effect, this refines the computation concurrency in the system model from being fully concurrent into being conditionally concurrent.

For a synchronous process with \( n \) input signals, \( PI \) is a set of \( N \) input patterns, \( PI = \{I_1, I_2, \cdots, I_N\} \). The input patterns of a synchronous process describe its firing rules, which give the conditions of evaluating input events at each event cycle. \( I_i \ (i \in [1, N]) \) constitutes a set of event patterns, one for each of \( n \) input signals, \( I_i = \{I_{i,1}, I_{i,2}, \cdots, I_{i,n}\} \). A pattern \( I_{i,j} \) contains only one element that can be either a token wildcard \( * \) or an absent value \( \sqcup \), where \( * \) does not include \( \sqcup \). Based on the definition of firing rules, we define four levels of process synchronization properties as follows:

- **Strict synchronization**: All the input events of a process must be present before the process evaluates and consumes them. The only rule that the process can fire is \( PI = \{I_1\} \) where \( I_1 = \{[\ast], [\ast], \cdots, [\ast]\} \).

- **Nonstrict synchronization**: Not all the input events of a process are absent before the process can fire. The process can not fire with the pattern \( I = \{[\sqcup], [\sqcup], \cdots, [\sqcup]\} \). This also includes cases where the process can not fire if one or more particular input events are \( \sqcup \).
• **Strong synchronization:** All the input events of a process must be either present or absent in order to fire the process. The process has only two firing rules \( PI = \{ I_1, I_2 \} \), where \( I_1 = \{ [\ast], [\ast], \ldots, [\ast] \} \) and \( I_2 = \{ [\|], [\|], \ldots, [\|] \} \).

• **Weak synchronization:** The process can fire with any possible input patterns. For a 2-input process, its firing rules are \( PI = \{ I_1, I_2, I_3, I_4 \} \) where \( I_1 = \{ [\ast], [\ast] \} \), \( I_2 = \{ [\|], [\|] \} \), \( I_3 = \{ [\ast], [\|] \} \) and \( I_4 = \{ [\|], [\ast] \} \).

Apparently, for processes with a strict or strong synchronization, their synchronization properties can not be satisfied if any of their input signals passes through a service channel since the delays via the channel are stochastic. Although globally asynchronous, the processes can be locally synchronized by using synchronization processes, called *synchronizers*, to satisfy their synchronization properties.

![Figure 4.3. Processes for synchronization](image)

We use a two-input process to illustrate these synchronizers in Figure 4.3. In the figure, we follow the direction of the signals and place the earlier events in the right side of a signal, i.e., \{ \ldots, x_n, \ldots, x_2, x_1 \}. An align-synchronization process \( sync \) aligns the tokens of its input events, as illustrated in Figure 4.3a. It does not change the time structure of the input signals. A desynchronizer \( deSync \) removes the absent values, as shown in Figure 4.3b. All its input signals must have the same token pattern, resembling the output signals of the \( sync \) process.
Removing absent values implies that the process is *stalled*. The desynchronizer changes the timing structure of the input signals, which must be recovered in order to prevent from causing unexpected behavior of other processes that use the timing information. An add-synchronizer *addSync* adds the absent values to recover the timing structure, as shown in Figure 4.3c. It must be used in relation to a *deSync* process. If the input events of the *deSync* is a token, the *addSync* reads one token from its internal buffers for each output signal; otherwise, it outputs a \( \sqcup \) event. The two processes *deSync* and *addSync* are used as a pair to assist processes to fulfill strictness.

To achieve strong synchronization, we use an align-synchronization process *sync* to wrap a strong process, as shown in Figure 4.4. To achieve strict synchronization, we use three processes, *sync*, *deSync* and *addSync*, to wrap a strict process,
as illustrated in Figure 4.5. A strong process is typically a *combinational* process, which is state-less. As long as both input tokens and delays are aligned, the delays on the input signals do not change the behavior of the process. For example, a combinational sum process \(cSum\) in Figure 4.6a consumes two input events, one from each signal, adding them together. Delays on both input signals are tolerable as long as they are aligned. A strict process is typically a *sequential* process, which has states and thus is sensitive to the delay on its input signals. For instance, the sequential process \(sSum\) in Figure 4.6b calculates the running sum of its input events by adding its state and the token value on the input signal. Its initial state is 0. Any delay on its input signal changes the output sequence. A non-strict process is often a control process, which can not fire if a control token is not available. For example, as shown in Figure 4.7, the *select* and *switch* processes can not fire if the control signal \(ctrl\) is neither 0 nor 1. Feeding control tokens is particularly important while refining non-strict processes. The refinement of processes with weak synchronization should be individually investigated. Practical examples of using synchronizers are given in Paper 8.

### C. Protocol refinement

Message passing between a producer process and a consumer process is essentially a process of moving data from the producer side buffer to the consumer side buffer. This requires a co-ordination between the producer process and the consumer process in order to guarantee some properties, such as reliability, completion and buffer-overflow freedom. As the communication via a service channel introduces variable delay, it is important to overlap computation with communication in order to hide the communication latency. Protocol refinement is to refine the communication protocol for various reasons, for example, coordinated and improved communication. We have shown in Paper 9 that our refinement approach can formally incorporate different communication protocols in the step of process refinement to satisfy reliability and to improve throughput. For reliability, we have introduced acknowledgment in the protocol. For throughput, we have shown that data pipelines may be elaborated to hide communication latency and thus increase concurrency in computation and communication.

### D. Feedback loop

Figure 4.8a illustrates a feedback loop in the specification. The loop passes through \(n\) processes, \(P_1, P_2, \cdots, P_n\). In the synchronous model, we insert a single *Delay*
process (can be viewed as a register) to break the zero-delay loop. In an implementation domain as shown in Figure 4.8b, even if one process has one cycle delay, it will take $n$ cycles for the feedback signal to loop back. If process $P_1$ sticks to this synchronization point, the system throughput can never be faster than $1/n$ samples/cycle. A similar and even worse situation occurs in the NoC refinement case. If a feedback signal passes through a best-effort service channel, the delays are nondeterministic. Depending on the length of such a loop, the varying delays may be very long. If strictly observing the dependency, the process has to wait for the availability of the feedback events and cannot fire. The entire system is slowed down and becomes unpredictable due to the feedback loop.

In our current proposal, we have used a relaxed synchronization method to force the synchronization satisfied. The synchronizer for this purpose is the relax-synchronization process $relax$, as illustrated in Figure 4.9. If the input event is a
token, it outputs the token; otherwise, a token $x_0$ is emitted. The exact value of $x_0$ is application dependent. Note that relaxing synchronization is a design decision leading to behavior discrepancy between the specification model and the refined model. Care must be taken to validate the resulting system.

An example of using relax is given in Paper 8 where an equalizer regulates the volume of an input audio stream to protect the speaker by preventing the audio bass from exceeding a threshold. It analyzes the power spectrum of the resulting output audio stream after the regulation. In case a certain level is reached, it feeds a control signal back to adjust the amplification level of the audio bass amplifier. In the specification, the equalizer has an immediate response whenever surpassing the threshold occurs. However, after mapping the signals to best-effort service channels, the feedback signal takes long and nondeterminate delays to reach the amplifier. If the amplifier sticks to this over-specified synchronization point by following exactly the specification model, the equalizer may not be able to process enough audio samples per second. The system performance might become unacceptable. In this case, a relax is inserted to generate an amplification level when a token is not available. The equalizer can thus fulfill the requirement on throughput. The side-effect of this refinement is that the response to the audio-volume control buttons is delayed by some cycles. We can validate that the small amount of delay is acceptable for users. Therefore this design-decision is justified.

4.2.5 Communication Mapping

A. Channel convergence and channel merge

In the mapping phase, a refined channel, i.e., a service channel, is to be mapped to an implementation channel. A simple way of doing this is to map one service channel to one implementation channel. This one-to-one channel mapping may lead to inefficient use of network resources. For example, considering a guaranteed service using TDM virtual-circuits, for low-delay low-bandwidth traffic, bandwidth has to be reserved to satisfy the low-delay requirement. This results in extra time slots reserved but under-utilized. Therefore, an implementation channel should allow multiplexing, i.e., shared by more than one service channel, if possible. Considering these effects, the refined model can be further optimized for efficiency. In Paper 9, we have introduced channel convergence and channel merge. Channel convergence is for two or multiple service channels to share one implementation channel provided the implementation channel can support their total bandwidth requirement. Channel merge means that two or multiple service channels may be
merged into one service channel so as to use one implementation channel by packing messages at the sender side and splitting them at the receiver side.

### B. Channel and communication process mapping

The inputs to this task are the refined and optimized model as well as a process-to-core allocation scheme; the output is a communication implementation. We have used the NoC simulator *Semla* [125] as our implementation platform. The Application-Level Interface (ALI) is the set of message-passing primitives introduced in Chapter 3. The mapping stage involves *channel mapping* and *communication process mapping*.

With channel mapping, each pair of processes communicating via a service channel in the refined model results in its dedicated unicast implementation channel, which is mapped to the open channel primitive `open_channel()`.

In communication-process mapping, communication processes for interfacing service channels (*reader* and *writer*), maintaining synchronization consistency (synchronizers such as *sync*, *deSync*, *addSync* and *relax*), elaborating protocol and optimizing resource usage, are mapped onto cores. The original computation processes do not change, but their executions are controlled by their respective communication processes. Besides, with a single-thread implementation on a core, a static schedule has to be found to sequentialize the process executions and coordinate write and read operations [70]. With a multi-thread implementation on a core, processes may be dynamically fired when their synchronization requirements are met according to their evaluation conditions [121]. The reader and writer processes access the ALI by directly calling the communication primitives `read()` and `write()` defined in the NoC simulator. The resulting implementation is executable in the simulation framework.

## 4.3 Future Work

Our refinement proposal has sketched a way of refining synchronous communication into on-chip network-based communication. Through the refinement, correctness, constraint and efficiency have been taken into account. This approach has been validated in the ForSyDe framework and with our NoC simulator. The concept of synchronization consistency is independent of a particular communication implementation scheme. It can be applied to pure hardware, software and bus-based mixed hardware/software architectures. The proposed synchronizers have been implemented in hardware, software and mixed hardware/software [121].
To make our refinement approach fully-fledged, we realize that the research can be further carried on along the following three tracks:

- **Embed formal semantics in the refinement approach**: This is to give formal definitions for the synchronization issues and develop transformation rules for using synchronizers to represent and check the equivalence between the specification model and the refined model.

- **Conduct performance analysis and optimization**: The refined model allows us to derive performance figures. This requires that a stochastic process must be annotated with good-enough values. So far we just consider the effect of varying delay of the stochastic process. How to estimate the delay/jitter values and further system performance analysis are not addressed yet. Particularly, we will treat feedback using TDM virtual-circuits [34, 81] in order to obtain strong guarantees on delay and jitter bounds.

- **Automate the design flow**: With the well-defined synchronizers and well-controlled use of the synchronizers, automation is possible. Currently a process’s synchronization property is annotated manually. But this can be done automatically. The reason is that, in the system model, a process can be defined using pattern matching evaluation [116], which nicely matches the process synchronization property. We are building synchronizer libraries in hardware, software and mixed hardware/software, and plan to develop programs that can automatically instantiate synchronizers for processes to maintain synchronization consistency. Optimization for performance and efficiency will be part of the automation.
Chapter 5

Summary

This chapter summarizes the thesis and outlines future directions.

5.1 Subject Summary

Moore’s law has sustained in the semiconductor industry for 42 years. Following this law, the process technology has been ever-advancing. Meanwhile, the desire to exploit the technology capacity is ever-aggressive. However, the advancement of the chip capacity and the system integration capability is not evenly developed. The slower development of SoC integration is due to the extremely high level of complexity in system modeling, design, implementation and verification. As communication becomes a crucial issue, NoC is advocated as a systematic approach to address the challenges. NoC problems span the whole SoC spectrum in all domains at all levels. This thesis has focused on on-chip network architectures, NoC network performance analysis, and NoC communication refinement.

- Research on wormhole-switched networks has traditionally emphasized the flit delivery phase while simplifying flit admission and ejection. We have initiated investigation of these issues. It turns out that different flit-admission and flit-ejection models have quite different impact on cost, performance and power. In a classical wormhole switch architecture, we propose the coupled flit-admission and p-sink flit-ejection models. These optimizations are simple but effective. The coupled admission significantly reduces the crossbar complexity. Since the crossbar consumes a large portion of power in the switch, this adjustment is beneficial in both cost and power. The network performance, however, is not sensible to the adjustment before the network
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reaches the saturation point. The $p$-sink model has a direct impact on decreasing buffering cost, and has negligible impact on performance before network saturation. As the support for one-to-many communication is necessary, we design a multicasting protocol and implement it in a wormhole-switched network. This multicast service is connection-oriented and QoS-aware. For the TDM virtual-circuit configuration, we utilize the generalized logical-network concept and develop theorems to guide the construction of contention-free virtual circuits. Moreover, we employ a back-tracking algorithm to explore the path diversity and systematically search for feasible configurations.

• On-chip networks expose a much larger design space to explore when compared with buses. The existence of a lot of design considerations at different layers leads to making design decisions difficult. As a consequence, it is desirable to explore these alternatives and to evaluate the resulting networks extensively. We have proposed traffic representation methods to configure various workload patterns. Together with the choices of the traffic configuration parameters, the exploration of the network design space can be conducted in our network simulation environment. We have suggested a contention-tree model which can be used to approximate network contentions. Using this model and its associated scheduling method, we develop a feasibility analysis test in which the satisfaction of timing constraints for real-time messages can be evaluated through an estimation program.

• As communication is taking the central role in a design flow, how to refine an abstract communication model onto on-chip network-based communication platform is an open problem. Starting from a synchronous specification, we have formulated the problem and proposed a refinement approach. This refinement is oriented for correctness, performance and resource usage. Correct-by-construction is achieved by maintaining synchronization consistency. We have also integrated the refinement of communication protocols in our approach, thus satisfying performance requirements. By composing and merging communication tasks of processes to share the underlying implementation channels, the network utilization can be improved.

5.2 Future Directions

With only a short history, Network-on-Chip (NoC) has become a very active research field. Looking into the future, we believe that NoC will continue to be vivid.
We list some key issues that have not been sufficiently addressed or emphasized in the community as follows:

- **Heterogeneous modeling**: In current SoC design flows, a number of modeling techniques have been used ranging from sequential to concurrent models, from untimed to timed models. Application complexity and heterogeneity have driven the need to model a system using heterogeneous models. The Ptolemy project [60] is such an example. This is particularly true for NoC since it also targets highly complex and heterogeneous applications. To which extent to model the underlying architecture characteristics is one issue. While a model itself does not necessarily reflect the detailed characteristics, refinement may be facilitated if the architecture characteristics such as concurrency, time and adaptivity are captured in the model properly. Since there does not exist a one-size-fits-all Model-of-Computation (MoC), multi-MoC modeling will be highly necessary. Based on our understanding on the various MoCs, one challenge is the cross-MoC-domain modeling, i.e., from untimed domain to timed domain, from discrete time to continuous time, from a sequential model to a concurrent model, and vice versa. The follow-up challenges include multi-MoC refinement, synthesis, and verification.

- **Programmability**: To reduce cost, making a NoC soft is essential. This requires the support of operating systems that offer various services such as I/O handling, memory management, system monitoring, process scheduling and migration, and inter-process communication, and provide programming models balancing ease-of-programming and efficiency. Efficient application-level interfaces and standardized core-level interfaces are the hard part. As NoC is a distributed (not centralized) system in nature, investigating parallel computing models beyond von Neumann models for NoC systems to achieve high performance will become hot. For example, the MultiFlex system [101] supports an object-oriented message passing model.

- **Composability**: To build complex systems, we are moving away from creating individual components from scratch towards methodologies that emphasize composition of re-usable components via the network paradigm. NoC systems should allow one to plug new validated components and upgrade old components with linear design efforts and without compromising performance, reliability and verifiability. This feature makes a NoC easy-to-integrate and easy-to-extend, leveraging the reuse to the system level and shrinking the time-to-market.
Chapter 5. Summary

- **Autonomy:** There are several reasons to hope for an autonomous NoC. A nano-chip is an extremely condensed device where transient and permanent faults on wires and nodes are increasingly possible. Power consumption is workload-dependent and performance-sensible. System optimization involves the re-organization and orchestration of its computation and communication components to tradeoff power and performance and to balance the thermal distribution on the chip. These reliability, performance, power and thermal issues call for an intelligent way like human self-healing, self-vaccinating and self-adjusting systems to dynamically and autonomously adapt the NoC to suit its application demands and operating environments. Along this thread, a simulation tool may be aimed to be *intelligent* in, for example, pinpointing performance bottlenecks and suggesting hints on buffer dimensioning.

- **Design flow integration:** Present design flows for SoC/NoC are not seamlessly integrated. From application specification down to chip fabrication, there exist a number of concerns from physical issues (electrical and thermal), clocking, power, performance, verification, manufacturability and testability. A design flow usually targets one or a small subset of the design aspects. To enable a truly automated design flow, all relevant issues are preferably handled in an integrated design flow to leverage efficiency and overcome the inconsistency between different tools which may come from different vendors.

Technically, NoC has a huge potential to expand. It would come no surprise when yesterday’s 1000-node supercomputers become tomorrow’s 1000-node networks-on-chips. In addition, NoC will be driven not only for application-specific applications but also for general-purpose applications. Finally, SoC/NoC technology will be combined with other technologies, such as sensor-technology, nano-chemistry, biotechnology, micro-mechanics etc., into a multi-disciplinary technology. Innovative application domains will be further inspired by the needs of improving our life quality such as health care, entertainment, safety, information production and exchange, non-restricted communications and of improving our living, developing and ecological environment.
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